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Gulf Liws
prepare to
start plugging
well for goccl

Chamber to
offer free
preview of
D. C. course

By GREG 13/..UESTEIN
Associated Presa Writer
NEW ORLEANS (AP/ —
Engineers on the Gulf of
Mexico hoped to begin work
Monday oa a plan to to shove
mud and perhaps cement into
the blown-out oil well at the
seatloor, malting it easier to ead
the gusher for good.
The only thing keeping millions more gallons of oil out or
tha Gulf right flaw is an experimental cap that has held for
more than two weeks but was
neve: meant to be permanent.
The so-called "static kill"
attempt carries no certainty, and
BP PLC engineers still plan io
iollow it up days later by sending a stream ef mud and cement
into the bottom of the :niledeep underground reservoir

•See Page 12

Western Madly Ws
intMIMS WISINI
PADUC AH, Ky.(AP) - Hot
weather will dominate across
all of Kentucky this week, but
the western counties are
expected to have dangerously
hoi conditions
The
National
VVeather
Service has posted aii excessiae
heat watah for cities includina
Paducah, Mayfield, Murray
and Hickman on Tuesday and
Wednesday..
Ilea. indexes - the combined
effect of heat and hunadity are expected to reach 100
delaees to 1 15 degrees, ener
giaed by air temperatures at or
near 100 degrees.
Forecasteis caution that it
will ba a dangerous situation
during which people shoald
drink plenty of water, stay in aii
coaditioning as much as possible and check on the •velfare of
relatives ard neighlaars.
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Bony Forecast
By The Associated Press
Excessive heat watch in
effect from T e-ssiay after'n througr, Wednesday
no,
ev.ning...
•••
sun,,y.
NIonday.. k-ostly
Highs in the mid 90s. Colm
winds in the morning becoming
-uthwest aro .1 5 mph in the
afternoon.
Monday fright...Mostly clear.
..),NS in 0-, lower 7C Calm
winds
sunny.
Tuesday...Mostly
Higt. ..1 the upper 91) South
winds 3round 5 mph. Highest
heat index readings around
107.
Tuesd., _ night.. tk:s clear.
Lows i- the upper 10s. South
winds around 5 mph in the
evening hecoming cairn after
midnight
Wednesday...Mostly su..ny.
Highs around 100 Soutfr ,st
winds etound 5 mph in the
the northmornaag eafting
west in the aftemoor.
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1-11C-..ORY I() (AP) —
Kentucky State Police bave
gone on the offensive
against rnarijuana production 'al three counties in far
western Kentucky.
State police say that as of
last Friday morning, 589
niarijuana plants had been
eradicated in Li 4int,tor
Lyor and Trigg counties.

See Page
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By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
There will be a free preview session of
the Dale Carnegie Course Tuesday
evening at the Chamber of Commerce.
fhe session is scheduled for 5:39 p.m. a schaduling gimmick meant ta prevent
people from forgetting what time it starts.
Carnegie wrote books such as "How To
Win Fnends and Influence People" and
"How To Stop Worrying and Start Living."
Although he died in 1955, his legacy has
lived on with his popular training course,
which is meant to improve public speaking
and interpersonal skills and boost self-confidence, among other goals.
Charles Eubank, whose office is located
in Evansville. Ind., is the regional franchise holder and recently contacted
Chamber Exeeutive Director Lance
Allison about getting a class started in
Murray. Allison said that a free "memory

KYSEIR LOUGH/Ledger & Times
PLAYHOUSE MATINEE: Erynn Jones adjusts her hat as Pam Oakley fixes her hair before Sunday's matinee
showng of "Willy Wonka Kids" at Playhouse in the Part Jones plays the Candyman. and is one of the many
youth participating in the Playhouse's summer youth camp.

State police dLaqtroy
marijuana plants in
westam Keptuay
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Paul softens rhetoric in Ky. Senate bid
By DAVID ESPO
AP Special Correspondent
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - A tea party
success story in search
? •aatecvitte ta:
umph, Kentuaky Republican seiiaiorial
candidate Rand Paul volunteeta that he's
spent two decades "popping ofr aboet one
issue or another Not quite so much now,
thatigh.
The candidate who strongly cnticiz,ed
federai subsidies for agriculture isn't quite
as dug in these days. Running in a state
with 85,000 farms, he now says merely
Mat Derailment of Agnculture funds may
need to be cut in the interests of deficit
reduction.
might
Muir saying provocatively tha:

not support Ketituzly
Sen. Mitch McConnell
for Republican leader,
Paul now proclaims himself
fan of the man
svho is a living embodiment of 0-,e party astablishme at.
And in a recent interview, Paul said veterans
Paul
benefits should be scrutinized for possible cuts,
then added quickly, "I don't want you saying I'm for getting rid of veterans benefits
because I'm not." He added he didn't want
people to gi 'comp letely crazy" over the
issue. in a state that's home to the Army's
•

10Ist Ali liorne Div isica.
Not everything has changed since May
when Paul crushed 14,•,_
caadidate, Secretary of State Trey
Grayson, to win the Republican i.orninaCon.
Several public and private polls make
him the favorite in a race with Derr.ocratia
Attorney General lack Conway, although
by a smaller margin than several weeks
ago. and the 47-year-old eye suraeon taid
first-time candidate still acts like anything
but a conventional politician.
a recent joint appearance before the
Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation, Paul

MI See Page 3

Blagoje ,Tich
die-hards the
kind he'd
want on jury
By MICHAEL TARM
Associated Plass W:.(er
CHICAGO(AP)— One woman clapped
the r..start she saw Rad Blagojevich
emerge from a courthease elevator. An
elderly woman, in tears, handed ram a
piece ta ..:andy in court and said she'd pray
for him. On the sidewalk outside cour,
another person once held a placard that
read, "Rod's not ceekoo, Rod's not gnilty."
While many have come to revile aiugh
at Illinois' disgraced former governor, a
small but dedicated band of supporters
gathered at the courthous during his
seven-v..eek con-uplian trial to cheer
No matter about Blagojevich's job ratings sinlung nearly 10 petceat before he
left office, or revelations about his alleged
criminal schenangs, or all the alty language the FBI aaptured on the wiretaps
played in court. This odd Match — mostly
senior citizens -sted they •aere sticking with him.

See Page 12
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Character Cresc Fits

One Section - 12 Pages
Classifieds.
C ;nes
Ck.mmunity.
,tehqok
Forum
Obituan•••• .
Sp:.- rts

KYSER LOUGH Ledge Times
LAKER F.HOWCASE: The C "oway County High School marching band, under direction of rett !' Jones. heid
a showcas:- Friday night for parents and other- .nterested in the fall show, titled "Beyond the °rest Edge."
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TRUSTWORTHINESS
• Be ric.nest
• Don't deceive, cheat cr steal
• de reil_Sle — d- what you cay YO:i'll do
• Hrve
,..ourage .o do the right thing
• Build a goor4 reputati'
• Be 'oyal — stand by your family, frio•nds
anci country
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Women-owned business III Chamber, course...
Fro7n Front
on rise in Lexington
By Katie Saha
The Lexington Herald-Loaoer
LEXINGTON. Ky. t AP) -•
When Cathy' Stafford started hcr
business, her headquarters were
her laundry room. and she had
the help of one other person
Six years later. her office on
Regency' Road boasts 16
employees. and Stafford said
she can attribute success to a
tew. things. "prayer, perseverance, pearls, patent leather
pumps and pashmina."
• That might not be the tradiaional recipe for uccess, but it
speaks to a shitt about who is
calling the shots in many
Lexington businesses.
According to the U.S.
Economic Census, 26 percent of
Lexington businesses were
owned by. women in 2002. Most
of the businesses are repair,
maintenance or laundry servicies. and health care and social
assistance. Although more
recent numbers aren't available.
local business owners, many of
whom will bc attending this
week's Minority Business Expo.
said they see a nse in women
taking control in Lexington.
St:Afford is founder and president of Ad- Venture Promotions
and the president of the
!.eaington chapter of the

National Association of %Omen
tlusiness Owners. Stafford said
Lexington was a welcoming
atmosphere when she started her
business. She joined Commerce
Lexington to get advice from
fellow
entrepreneurs
and
learned that the fundamentals ot
building a business were the
same for either gender.
"Whether a woman or a num.
you just have to get out tnere
and knoe_k on doers. You have to
swing to hit." she said.
But while getting your company's name out there is a start.
Stafford said women find a disadvantage in not having name
recognition. In the "good old
boy system,- Stafford said.
male-owned businesses have
had more time to establish
themselves where women start
from scratch
"The business arena has histoncally been very male-dominated, and it's not a negattee
thing, it's just a matter of fact."
she said.
Growing that reputation is a
long process, said Charlotte
Hunt, owner of Lexington Turf
Maintenanze. Hunt began her
lawn care service about 30 years
ago when she was one woman
with a mower who needed seasonal work.

III State Police...
From Front
Those plants would have
brought an estimated street
value of nearly' S1.2 million if
they' had reached matunty.
Police say two people had
been arrested and charged with

cultivating marijuana as part of
the crackdown.
Authonties are urging people
to come forward with any information regarding marijuana
production. State tx)lice say the
callers may remain antanymous.

seminar" using principles and
techniques from the course was
held in June anti had a pretty
good response, with about 15
participating.
While the Dale Carnegie
Coursc is often taken by people
in business, Eubank said the
training improves cominunication skills and confidence M all
areas and is a course that
changes peoples' lives. He said
that the famous investor and
philanthropist Warren Buffett
once said it WAS one of the most
useful degrees he had, as quoted
in
the
biography, "The
Saowball. Wanen Buffett and
the Business of Life," hy Alice
Schroeder. Euban' said the
famed former Chrysler CEO
Lee Iacocca has also had high
praise for the training, saying
that a CEO is in the business of
persuasion and that was not a
skill that came to him naturally
before he took the course.
Eubank said there are many
facets of the Dale Carnegie
Course. but one of the most
important is getting people out
of their "comfort zones," which
is the first step in teaching people how to communicate better
and relate to people in a genuine
way. He said that when people
are comfortable, they can easily
be outgoing and dynamic, but
tvhen they arc in unfamiliar situations - as is often the case in
life - they can feel stiff and selfconscious and aren't very effective in dealing with others. He
said the Carnegie training helps
people to overcome that through
a variety of methods.
"1 don't know a better way to
overcome self-consciousness
than to put people in a situation
and show them how to sticceed." he said. "We help them

Kentucky

think on their fe:'• and team hov.
to be themselves."
Eubank said learning hov. to
be confident and comfortable
being yourself is an important
aspect of relating, to people and
winning them over. He said that
when people in business come
across as -too cocky," it can be
because those people are insecure He said when someone
doesn't try to iinpress others and
simply relates to them as a
human being, that person is
much more etTective, both in
their work and in life.
"When you become genuinely
interested in others, they
become genuinely interested in
you," he said.
Eubank said part ot that
process is allowing people to
keep their dignity by. not acting
unnecessarily harsh toward
them. He said the course teaches people to "parse your words"
before speaking to others
because when people don't
think, they, can often be unintentionalty hurtful.
"By. doing that. we eat crow
far less often," Eubank said.
Eubank said the traditional
Carnegie training is a I2-week
course, but the parent company
realized that it is hard for people
to balance their schedules and
set aside three hours once a
week for that long. For that reason, the course offered in
Murray will be eight weeks. He
said the new version featured
session that were "more
intense" by. necessity' and has
gotten high ratings from people
who have taken it. He said it has
been quite a few years since a
course has been offered. so he is
excited to provide the opportunity.
The course will be taught by
Jason Harriman from Paducah
and will start Aug. 24. It will
last eight consecutive Tuesdays
at the Chamber of Commerce
building. Comdanies who sign
up three or more employees will
get a discount. Eutemk said
Tuesday's free session has no
obligations attached and those
, attend will receive a booklet of Carnegie's "nolden rules."
To siga ad. call 800-486-3253
Of
(DALE)
e-mail
charles_eubank qdalecarnegie.c
om.

Ton Mier

Dr. Emily Gupton
The Phy•icions aid Staff vt.4ritnary Core Medical CJnter ore proud to announce
P•,
the addition of Dr. Emily ‘s,sptort to the prcctice She is c
•ctitioriv
w31
CO7 7or of 12th Street ond C.ilendol• Rood on
begin sikeig patients in out office ot
AugAt 2,'2010.
Dr. Gitipton is a grc ducts of the Murray btato University ond the No.,ics Southeastern
University College bf Osteopathic Medicine. ;.;he completed her resicierci in Family
Medicire at the University of Louisville.

Ledger & I Imes

NOTICE
• The Murray Finance
Commiitee will meet at 5
p.m. Tuesday in City Hall to
review the city''.) on-cali policy ant: to discuss a Calloway
County emergency vehicie.
The Public Safety Committee
will then meet at 7 p m. to
discuss parking tickets and
Broach Street.
• To report a Town Crier
iterr,
753-1'316.

News in' Bnef
ItZP craiser hits, kills pedestrian In Jackson
HAZARD, Ky.(AP) --- A state trooper has struck and killed a
pedestnan in eastern Kentucky.
Kentucky State Police said Trooper Mithael Fogleman was d 1...•ing his cruiser on Ky. 15 in Jackson whea it struck 38-year-old
Kenneth R. Sizemore of laekson late Sunday night.
Sizemore was taken to Kentiicky Fiver Medical Center, where
he was pronounced dead by Breathitt County Coroner George
Griffith.
Fogleman has been a nooper for five years and is assigned to the
Morehead KSP pest.
He was et. route to Hazard, where he is on special detail to tht
Marijuan , Eradication Team. when the victim was struck.

Speed limit raisad on short highway stretch
The KerautIty Department of
LOUISVILI.E. Ky. (Al')
Highways has raised the speed limit on a short stretch of Interstate
65 in Louisville.
The 5-mile segement between the Bullitt County line and Fern
Valley Road in Louisville was recently. raised from 55 miles pet
hour to 65 miles 2er hour.
The Courier-Joarnal reports the higher speed limit may prompt
Louisville traffic officers to beef up enforcement against speeding.
Andrea Clifford, a spokeswoman for the Kentucky.
Transportation Cabinet in Louisville, says the speed litnit will
remain 55 from Fern Valley north to the Ohio River.
Clifford say.s more than 150,000 vehicles a day travel on 1-65 in
the area where the speed limit was changed.

Latest class graduates from sergeant's academy
RICHNIOND. Ky.(AP) — Officers trom 17 law enforcement
agencies acmss Kentucky have been recognized at a graduation
ceremony for completing sergeant's academy.
The thrre-week. 120-hour training program is formally called
the Kentucky Department of Cnminal Justice Training's Academy'
of Police Supervision. The program in Richmond is geared toward
newly promoted sergeants or officers who are on their agency's
promotion list to become sergeants.
Participants attend classes focusing on the role of a supervisor,
as well as classes dealing with leadership, resolving conflict. managing diversity, monitoring officer performance and many other
issues.
The graduating class last Friday is the 38th to complete the program since it started in 2003.

Habitat home to honor slain state worker
LEX:NGTON, Ky.(AP) -- Vclunteers v.,11 he breaking ground
on a home later this year in honor of Amanda Ross, a state worker
who was fatally shot last year outside her Lexington home.
WKYT-TV in Lexington reports that fnends and family eollected $42,000 in donations after a few rnonths of fundraising to build
the Ilabitat for Humanity' home.
Ross' ex-fiance, iormer state ictislater Steve Nunn, is charged in
the September slaying. Ross had an emergency' protective order
against Nunn.
Lea ington Habitat for Humanity Ex .-Nutive Director Rachel
I'tass' had the idea fct the Habitat lictile
hildress says a :nend
and received support from Ross. family.
Groundbreaking is set for October 10th, which is Ross' birthday'.

Nursing home administrator faces fraud serrtence
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)-- A former administrator at a western
Kentucky nursing home faces sentencing [text month, accused of
cash,ag retiremeat checks for a nursing home resident who died in
1998.
The Lexington Herald-Leader cited court documents in reporting
Harold Lee Steele Jr. of Lexington pleaded guilty in June to federal tharges that int lude mail fraud, bank fraud and submitting false
statements.
Steete's sentencing hearing is scheduled for Sept. 7 in U.S.
District Cour. in Louisvitle.
The newspaper reported the defense attorney shown in court
a cords. Patrick Bouldin. did not return a telephone call seekine
comment.
Steele formerly reit the Poplar Grove Rest Home in Muhlenberg
Caunty. Records show the homc was owned by his mother and
uncle.

2010 ME AgrAnemy Fie!d Da

Dr. Gupton is the daughter of Dr, Neel Thomas
,Ind LinAcs Thaw,'and daughter in law of Mr.
& Mrs. Ar,.. Gupton.

Primary riF1
Care
MEDICAL CENTER

MSU Puller Fan*, Arboretum•171E W. Main St.•Ish..irray, KY
• Roger Thomas, Executive Director
Govern.

;

e of A :;•-icultural Policy

• Frank Moore, Director of Biojuels
• Pete Nelson, Memphis Bioworks
• Dr. Len Peters, Secretary Kentuck\
Energy and Environment Cabinet

!Sam - gpm

Topics of Discussion:
• Updatc on the current state of Agri-Energy Initiatives
• Future opportunities for new crops
• Funding opportunities for producericompanies
• Agriculttwe & Agri-Fnergy exhibits

Saturday:
8am - 6pni
Sunday.
1 - 6pm

Free Adm;ssion•Free Menii at 12730 pm
Program starts &t 1:36 pm
For more information/Ft..JVP call (270) 809-3327
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states, according to 11.S. census
data.
walked in quietly. barely paus
Voter anxiety over lost federal
ing to acknowledge his hosts aid mattered little if at all in the
seated around a horseshoe- primary. Yet from the beginshapes. tahle. Conway followed ning. McConnell told associates
a few moments later, smiling, he feared the libertarian-leaning
shaking hands anti making Paul could net win a statewide
smali talk as he made his way to election in the fail. Even though
his seat.
Democrats
outnumber
As attorney general, Conway, Republicans :hey last won a
4:. alreacL has one statewide Sena:: rate nearly two decades
election to his credit. This time, ago. Reaublican Jim Bunning,
wen Democrats acknowledge who has held the seat for two
the Senate campaign is less a terms, is retiring.
choice between two candidates
"From Day One. we had a
than a referendum on Paul - a national race with a national
man with libertanan views on movement. We
recognized that.
some issues. a conservative out- Our pnmary
opponent did not."
look on others and an opinion says
David .Adams. a top aide
that seems in motion on still
dunng thc primary who was
others.
forced out of Paul's inner circle
Abortion is one example. He shortly af
terward.
calls himself RX) percent "proWithin a few days of winning
life," but said last February that
the nomination, Paul stirred his
"in cases of rape, trying to prebiggest contmversy by quesvent pregnancies is obviously
tioning the wisdom of the feder;.he best thing. The morningal govertunent enforcing racial
after pill works successfully
desegregation in private busimost of the nine."
nesses.
If a modest sail-trimming is in
"I think he's said quite enotigh
Paul's seti-interest, Conway is
for the time being in terms of
running as a rnoderate Democrat
national
press
coverage,"
who rarely misses a chance to
remarked McConnell.
depict his rival as an extremist.
In the weeks since, Paul's
He tells the farmers he isn't
campaign has grown closer to
interested in a "nsky scheme"
McConnell's operation and to
on farm programs, a slap at
the
National
Republican
Paul. And in an interview. later,
Senatorial Committee. He travhe goes further 'People arc coneled to Washingten to attend a
cerned. one, about jobs. and
fundraiser with senators who
two. about spending. ... Any
had voted for the 2(X)8 Wall
tinie people are nervous or fearStreet bailout, even though he
ful. there's always a demagogue
had previously said he would
anxious to play to their fears
not take their cash.
rather than their futures."
Republicans familiar with the
Paul has a ready answer. linkrace
say Paul privately acknowling Conway to Presid ent
Barack Obama, whose approval edges his remarks on civil rights
in the state polls is below 40 were a political error, and
percent. and to a legislative describe him as receptive to
agenda that includes a tax on their advice to avoid inflammatory rhetoric tho might appeal
carbon products, coal included.
Paul also seems ben used by to his core supporters but scare
off many other voters.
the attacks.
Nowhere is the post-pnmaty
"People are always railing me
names. 1 don't know to what straddle more noticeable than
Peopie lotow that 1-m on Lderal budget-s: ursinr
ln an interview, Paul ono :hat
worried about the debt and I'm
serious about it. I think that if elected, he %MI quickiy proalo! .• is enough to min' me to pose bat-gm:Mg the budget in a
single year without in!sing
victory," he said.
Voters such as Frieda Heath taxes. It's a sweeping pleeige.
from Graves County in western considering the government is
Kentucky will determine if projected to spenil ahout
Paul's judgment is correct. She trillion in the next budget year,
says she is a registered with a deficit of about SI 4 trilvotes linn. The result ssmuld be a cut
Democrat
who
Republican about 99 oercent of of about 37 cents out of every
thm time. member or tia_ Farat dollar on programs as diverse as
Bureau's board of directors. she defense. the Pentagon, Social
and her husband have tienefited Security. farm payments and
from government payment pm- morr
It's the ty•N of rhetoric that
grams.
"As a farmer, 1 couldn't say, made him a tea party favonre.
Yet moments later, the hedg'No. it's not a cause for concern,'" she said of Paui's criti- ing begins.
Paul favors eliminating the
cism of the govemmcnt subsidizing farmers. "But 1 know just Department of Education But
as someone else is cancerned when asked about its funding,
(about a different federal pro- he recommends,"send a back to
ving unclear how
gram). we're going io hate to the states,"
that would -educe federal
give ur some things."
In additior. to farms, Kentucky &rims.
Asked about Title I. the govhas coal nines that employ
I 8,(e. miners whose safety is a ernment program to help local
school districts educate disadFilt
concern.
lederal
soic:,
troops
have vanmged
Campbell's
deployed regularly to Iran and "Thai might be a federal funcfghanistan. 11nemploy me tit tion," smegesting it remain in
runs nearly :0 percent, and an place.
Asked to •.larify, he said, "I've
estimated 17 percent of ihe
state's restdents live in ixwerty, n ever thought about it. 1 don't
more than all art four other know my position on that."

KYSER LOUGH / Ledger & Tlrres
M.A.G. BOOKMAKING: Tom Jackson lines up the next stitch wrale working on a book during the Murray Art Guild"s Belgian
binding workshop Sunday. Participants learned how to create a book using a traditional Belgian binding structure over the
course of the two-day class.

Obama: U.S. commibnent in Iraq is shifting
Fty JUUE RACE
a civilian effort led by our diploAssociated Press Wnter
mats," °balm. mid in excerpts
WASHINGTON
I AP) -- reieased aheau of the speech.
President Barack Obama will set a
Obama has said all U.S. troops
course Monday for the nation's will be gone from Iraq by the end
char aing mission in Iraq as the of next year.
militia) prepares to end its comAt the same time Obama has
bat operations there.
drawn down forces in Iraq, he has
In a speech et the national con- increased the U.S. commitment in
vention of the Disabled American Afghanistan, ordering a surge of
Veterans la Atlanta. Obama was to 30,000 additional tmops. "aut with
address the progress being macie casualties on the rise, there are
to meet his deadline of drawing fresh concerns about the 9-year
,Iown all combat troops by the end mission in Afghanistan. as well as
of the month. A transitional force Obama's plan to begin withdrawof 30,000 troops will remain to ing troops in July 2011. a
train Iraqi seCUt l'y forces, crentert tirremble that critics s-y will
linterteriarisni operations and embolden toe Taltb;n
pmvide security for ongoing U.S. 'extremist groups in die region.
civilian efforts.
Facing a potential loss of public
"Make ro mistake: Our commit- and congressional suppoi for -.le
ment in Iraq is changing, from a Afghanistar. wat. the A" ite finuse
military effort led by our troops to is paintine the U.S. mission there

as humble and achievable. keeping the region from being a haven
for terronsts.
"What we're looking to do is
difficult, very difficult, but it's a
fairly modest goal," Obama told
the CBS "Sunday Morning" shew.
Despite
the
surge
in
Afg,hanistan. there are fewer U.S.
troops serving in Iraq and
Afghanistan now than there were
when Obama took. office last rear.
Come September, when the Iraq
drawdewn is c.omplete, tne White
House says there will 146,000
troops on tue gromel. down from
177.000 in January 2009.
4,11; ' onnarks Mon,13y,
Obamo is expected to speak at,:idt
the govetrinent's effi..rts to support thos,. troops, as well as veter,iis of other wars.
"While our country has some-

times been divided, they have
fought together as one," Obama
said in the excerpts. "While other
individuals and institutions have
!shirked responsibility, they have
welcomed it."
After the speech, °barna was
scheduled to attend a fundraising
lunch for the Democratic National
Committee, his latest stop in a
summer fundraising sprint that
also includes events in Chicago
later this week.
But Georgia's most prorranent
Democrat, form,r Cos. Rov
B tmes. won't be joining Obarun
of his slops Monday.
borne's, who is running to get bit
old jer."6 back, had praviuusly
scheduled esents in southern
Georgia, his campaign said.
••••
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1 ol 3 Ariz. higitives caught in Colo. shootout
PHOENIX (AP) — Arizona
authorities pressed forsvard with
their search of :he state Monday
for two fugitives, as aorrectioni!
officials looked into whether
shoddy security ailowcd the
inmates to cut a bole in a fence
and slip away andetected.
Onc of the three convict—
murderers who fled a private
prison Friday evening in northwest -,rizona was caught
Sunday ntier an early rimming
shootout with an officer in western Colorado. Police believe the
:ado who remain ai Iffge art still
in Arizoaa.
Early Santlay, a polies officer
spotted Daniel Renwiek 36. in
a brown sport utility vehicle
Rifle. Colo . some 670 miles
from tht medium-security
Ariaona State Prison in Golden
Valk y. said Charles Ryan,
director of the Ariz.ona
artment of Corrections.
The officer pursued Rer wick,
gunshots were exchanged. and
,he com, • was eventually
taken into custody without anyone being injures!. Ryan said.
Renwick had been serving a

22-year sentence tor seconddegree murder ivhen he and the
other wo itinaies eseaoed
Fixily evening by cunt !•,g a nole
ihe prison's perimeter fence.
The men then kidnapped two
semi-truck drivers at gunpoint
and used the big rig to flee.
authorities said. BoM drivers
we later released unharmed in
Flagstaff
Police said the two men who
remain at tail_ - - Tracy
Johr
Provinee, 42
and
McCluskey, 45 - - should he
considered dangerous. Province
was serving i! hie sentence for
murder and robhery, and
McCluskey .vas serving 15
years for second-oegn'_ murder,
aggravated assault and titschargs of a firearm.
The men an believed to be
traveling witii McCluskey-'s
girlfriend, Casslyn Mae Welch,
44. or Mesa. who is sus:se-led
of helping in the escape.
"The information froin law
enforcei • it suggests they are
still in Arizona, and there's an
all-points bulletin out for these
reople." Ryan said.
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Leaked documents
amount to subleersion

.00e

The man oehtnd the torrent of Paaistan
of leaked documents wan.e to in assisting
end he war in Afghanistan, the Talihan
and he doesn't care how much terrorists
damage he does to the troops Such allegaon the ground in that hostile tions
are
environment.
desianed to
Now hailed by anti-war- lib- do nothing
erals as some kind of a hero, less
than
Australian computer hacker drive
aan Assange is pan of an wedge
Making
international cabal dedicated ta berveen the
Sense
mischief
that
endangers
U.S.
and
doing
Michael
Pakistan.
U.S. national security.
Reagan
Last April, his website WikSummed
Syndicated
ileaks posted a video, 'Collat- up, the inforColumnist
is
eral Murder," making Wikileaks mation
what has been described as a more than a
prime source of unauthorized year old, prior to the onset of
but accurate accounts, video and the surge now underway.
documents. Last week came
The documents are designed
the flood of leaked documents. to bring unbearable pressure
The viciousness displayed on the U.S. to bug out of
by Assange against the U.S. Afghanistan much as America
forces in Afghanistan was shamefully bugged out of Vietshown in sickening detail when nam. leading to the massacre
he published the Social Secu- or imprisonment of over a milrity numbers of U.S. service- lion South Vietnamese U.S.
men and women,exposing them allies. A similar fate would await
all kinds of dangers.
those Afghan villagers who
His latest outrage is designed cooperated with U.S. forces.
to do nothing less that end Only woise -- the North VietU.S.
efforts
to
prevent namese didn't behead their vicAfghanistan from falling into tims.
the bloody hands of a band
The import of these leaks
of international terrorist thugs. can be measured if compared
Wikileaks, described by to what would have happened
Wikipedia as an "international had American plans and capaorganization based in Sweden" bilities had been revealed to
and run by Assange, an Aus- the enemy in World War 11
tralian and skilled computer dunng the Battle of the Bulge
hacker They brag that they or any other key engagement
have a database comprising in World War II.
And imagine what kind of
more than 1.2 million documents.
penalty a leaker would have
Last week Assange released paid.
the so-called "Afghan Diary,"
There is no doubt that the
a staggering hoard of some leaks had one overriding
92.000 documents dealing pri- motive: get the U.S. and its
marily with the war in allies out of .Afghanistan, handAfghani.aan and the role of ing vi:aer, a. a band af terPakistan in that aontlict.
rorist thugs.
The alleged source ot these
This is a mar the 0.S. must
documents ir an American GI, win if the struggfe to end inteiBradle; Manning an allega- national tt eorism is to suction Assange denies, saying. ceed. Any aations designed to
"There is no allegation as far end that struggle a about sucas we can determine" that the cess are actions against the
documents posted on Wikileaks vital interests of the .American
Sunday are "connected to people.
Assange, alleged antiBradley Manning." He added
however, that nonet!-.eless his war cruse .,:r. has revealed himaroup has -committed fends" self for what he is -- a subvercive whc has iio acelms
io Manning's defenae.
The thformation contained about the damage he does to
in these 92,000 documents the United State... and to the
among othe things deals with rnem5ers of our armed forces
civilian casualties, and the role
MEW
".11W.-?!-T
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Most Americans neither right nor left wing
Tina Dupuy
Cagle News Service
Is our nation really: rightof-center? It's a quick throwaway-line
pan-oted
some.
According to Republicans, they
speed. for us - they are the
voice of the "people" - and
all Americans aa e -vith the
Right.
to pick one: we actually' were a right-of-center
nation, Social Security weald
aot be the immo. .1 sacred cow
it is now. Right-of eenter elected officials would have long
ago done away with this safety net.
A
ant-of-center natir.a
would have ne:er embraced
aotioi. ot
extramely
public retirement insurance :or
its citizens. Ana governmentfund.:1 health care for seniors
like Medicare" That's not "free
market" - that's not "freedom."
If we weic a righi-of-center nation. you could wia an
election by saying you planned
to eliminate !'. dicare and
Social Sectirity. After all, this
would be an effertless way of
leaving the unprecedentedly

bloated defense budget intact debate is then between the conwhile still cutting big govern- servative far-right and the conment. Instead such a propos- servative fight-of-center.
al is grounds for aetting you
It's reminiscent of the Henry
burned in effigy. Even in 2005, Ford quip about the
T,
President George W. Bush with "You can have any color you
his Republican majonty could- want as long as it's black."
n't "privatize" Social Security.
The reality: the majority of
A right-of-center nation Americans arc actually prowould have not only embraced gressive they call themselves
the proposal, but also stood up that or not.
and collectively swelled with
The whole idea of Anierica
pride that when they retire - is progressivr l.'s a new country founded ca idealisin and
they'll be on their own!
This "nght-of-center nation" anal.-- •aar Cants.
souatt bite is useful to RepubAmenca was an idea sc, prolicans because it is a means gressive that even now as the
of getting their way while still U.F. Constitution is the oldest
seeming as if they're negoti- currently in use it still seams
ating. It's aatually very clever radical.
on their part.
We believe in equality. We
if you want to ;ell an item belade in governmunt p.otecfor $100, price it at $150 and dons of individual rights. We
ht of due
let someone talk you down to believe in the
the priee you really want. The pracess. We believe the govbuyer feels good about his erament is be_: rut. by and rot
power af persuasion. and you the people. We are not ant;
!eel good about controfiing the have never been a conseevafinal pri_e. 'i he sound bite tive couatiy.
frames the debate to move libAccolding to Forbes, we
eralism to the outskirts of the have more millionaires than
any other country in the world,
conversation.
The left side becomes the and progress is about prosperoutca: - the spectrum. of the ity. Same will try to tell you

that business is right-wing.
Innovation isn't partisan.
Our country's biggest export
is the union-packed liberal staple of Hollywood entertainment.
Job-creating venture capitalists
like Warren Buffett are also
progressive. Venture capitalism
- investing to improve the world
through new ideas - is the
definition ot progressive.
The richest man in the world.
Bill Gates. is nowhere near
conservative. Sayira liberals are
anti-business is like saying conservatives aie anti-border control.
Are we a right-center nation?
No.
First off, it's a false premise. We have to be a centetcenter nation. The consensus
is the center.
So when a minority of 40
senatars hold up unemployment insurance because mid;anuary of last year they inexplicably became worried about
spending are the sanie 40 who
tout tontinuing tax cuts for the
wealthiest Americans - e has
nothing to do with "center
right."

Wisdom in college degrees and state fitrioughs
Courier-Journal
Louisville, Ky.
Suder
The Tt!- sas-based
Foundation wants to "dramatically improve the graduation
rate of selected first-gcneration
college-bound students," an
objective that ties in nicely
with the Kentueky Council on
Pastsecondary Education's goal
of heving 800,000 adult Kentucluans with bachelor's degrees
by 2020.
Appeapriately, the foandation
has e warded the University of
Kentucky $1.1 million to launch
its First Scholars P.-0gram.
Jest 11..7 percent of Kentuekians 25 and older 'lave bachelor's degrees, and about 22
percent of all students at Kentucky's four-year. public universities it7-!. first- generation.
These students. studies have
found. are often less academitally, financially or emotime
ally prepared for college than
their peers. What's so promisina about First Sell,. has is l, iat
besides financial aid, it offers
the participants added benefits
such as meators. tutors and
personalized strategic plans for
college and beyond.
The Suder Foundation's
process is a "co-investment
model.' and so UK's commitTo The Editor
On bahalf of the 2010 Kentucky Governot's Scholars The c
gram. I would like to express
our appreciation to both Murray State University and the
immunity of Murray for all
the assistan. e and support we
ieceived
We had 349 otaetanding students from 02 counties 'I xoughout the Commonwealth and

IN OTHER WORDS
The following arc editorials from newspapers across
IC,,ntucky offering diverge!? poina, of view concerning issues of importance in th:. Commonw.alth.
ment is to put up "a graduated percentage" of the proaram's
cost such that by the fifth year
its Fire S.:holars Proaram will
self-sufficiet UK's first 20
First Scholars will begin school
this fall, and 20 more will fol
low next fall. T ast sprina, the
Soder Foteadation gave Morehead State a $9,649 grant fm
a "Scholar Profile Project.'
Of course, all of Kentucky's
four-year instimtions could beneta from a partnership like the
one forged between UfK and
the Suder Foundation. At the
University of L.ouisville, for
example, 19.4 pet. cnt of its
2010 freshman class are first
generation, as are 56 percent
af 322 students who are getting free riecs chrough ofi.s
Cardinal Covenant Prograin

News-Enterprise
Elizabethtown, Ky
,n'?ears as if Frankfort is
taking a chapter out of the
"how to stay in business" book

used by the pnvate sector for
many years. In a touaa. economy, tough decisions have to
be made to survive financial
challenges
Kentucky implemented a furaigh program that began July
1. 2010. that will save the state
$24 million over six days.
Not only will the state save
money on payroll but it also
wi!I avoid having to lay off
4i 3 workers, saving jobs for
families throughout the bluerrii s.
interesting that the Beshear
plan calls for three of the sii
furlough days te come on days
adjacent to tamales Friday,
Sent. 3. (Labor Day• weekend):
Friaay Nov. 12, (Veterans Day
we,keinil; and Friday, May 27,
(Memorial Day weekend).
One has to wonder how
muca work would ha a• been
accomplished on these da•.,s
and.vay, therefore they appear
to be a logical choice.
While state employees are

OUR RFADERS
WRITE
approximately 50 ta_ulty and
-taff men.bers participate in
GSP this summer.
it has truly 5een a pleasure
to be in Murray and make so
many new friend:.

We could not have asked
for better husts. We felt welcomed and we appreciated the
many opportunities in the area
fur GSe.
The Program t be return-

not happy with the announcement of furlough days, they.
may want to consider that California state employees have had
to take 46 furlough days sincr
2009. Currently, Hawaii is considering a plan the would call
for 4.7. furlough days for state
employees.
Prisons, noroitals, state
police and other agencies that
must opeiate around the clock
will be given some flexibility
of. how to implement the furloughs.
You can't shut dowi,
parts of the state services and
maintain protection for the public. Imagine e hat would happen if the Kentucky State Police
annoeiced they were shutting
down for six days.
Bott non-merit employees
and merit system employees.
full-time and partaime. including the governor and all cabinet sect-relies, regardless ot
salary, will be furlouahed thc
szec: number of day- as will
contract workers.
While the furlough days do
not offer a long-term solution
to the state bu. t issues, the
decision should be applauded
as an effort to do whatever
must be done to maintain s ee
t, es and jobs.
ins to Murray next sumnier
and we look forward in building upon this e .rtnership with
the University and the community in working with thee.
outstanding students.
Charles M. Myers
Kentucky Governor's Scholar Program. Campus Director.
Murray State Univesity's campUS
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Ernest VVilliam Stewart Sr.

Sue Cunningham. der: 61i, of the Saiidhill Community in
Hickory'. Ky. died Saturday, July 31. 2010 at 3:30 p.m. at Western
Baptist Hospital in Paducah.
She +1,at+ a member of the Trace Creek Hi ptist
Church. Bom
BAlard Co., Ky.. after attending
Symsonia school, she worked for Dillion
Manufactunng in Mayfield. and at Fisher Price
toys in Murray. but she was a dedicated full time
housewife and mother. She is survived by her husband, Adam Cunningham Jr. of Hickory, Ky., one
daughter. Regina Alsobrook of Symsonia, Ky., one
son. Mark Cunningham of Hickory, Ky., three
grandchildren, Coty Alsobrook of Synisonia, Ky.,
Adam Alsobrocik of Livingston, Co., Ky. and Erica
Cunningham
Alsobrooic of Livingston Co., Ky.
Her imther, ir!orella Carman Willinghim of Hickory, K.y., five
sisters, Sue Cox of Hickory, Ky., Doris iullis .1U of Hickory. Ky.,
Brenda Bradford of holsomdale, Ky., Jean Cox of Paducah, Ky.,
Carol CAR spie of Paducah, Ky.
Cunninghara WaS preceaed in death by her father. Frank

Ntasiam. rites tor Lmest William Stewart Sr. were observed
Sunday at Imes-Miller Fur,eral Horne in Hazel.
Stewart. 68, of Murray. died Friday, July 36. 2010 at Murray
Calloway County Hospital.
Born October 11, 1941. Stewart was a boilermaker and a member of Mt. Sinai Bar tist Church He was also a member of Masonic
Lodge No. 772. He was preceded in death by' his parents, Ralph C
and Lee Stone Stewart; one brother. Donald Galloway.
He is survived by his wife, Joyce Freeland Stevsart to whom he
was married August 17. 1968; two daughters, Teresa Carney of
Murray and Monica Her-iv arid her husband. Leslie, of Lewisburg,
Tenn.; two sons, Garry Sie,ift and his wife, Debbie. of Glendale, Ky..
and Emest Stewart Jr. and his wife. Jackie, of Murray; one brothei,
Ralph Cleo Stewart and his wife Carole, Columbus, Miss., one sister. Marjory Merrell of Fort Myers, Fla.. 14 grandchildren, reveral
nieces and rephews. Online coadolences can be made to
wwwiinesmillercom.

Fox News gets front row
seat at White House
NEW YORK (AP) - Fox
News Channel has been granted
a much-coveted front-row seat
the White House briefing
rOOM.

The
White
House
Correspondents Association said
Sunday that The Associeted
Press' retainer has been moved
te the front-row center seat previously occupied by Helen
Thomas. Fox s corespondent
will take the AP's former frontrow seat, and National Pubtic
Radio's carrespondent will
move up one row to Fox's old
secood-row aeat.
The cente: seat was long held
by Thorna' a United Press
International and Hearst News
Service writer. The 89-year-old
columnist resigned abruptly in
June amid controversy over
videotaped remarks she made
calling on Israelis to get "out of
Palestine." Fox, Bloomberg
News (also seated in the second
row and NPR had lobbied for
Thomas' seat.
Fox's upgrade is an acknowledgirnent of its "length of service
and commitment,' the association's board said in a statement.
The bid from Fox for a frontrow seat sparked a protest from
sorne over the network's perceived right-wing learungs.
advocacy group-; Working
arti
!-/1-rveOn.org
Assets
launched an online campaign

Ica Mai Skins

Funer,,i ,.,-!r• ices tor Ica Mai Elkins, 91, of Hard:a. Ky., took
place .lunday August I. 2010 at Filbeck-Cann & King rurieral
Arrangements are tieing handled by Collier rune:al Horne, nal Home. David Hendriakson ot:ieiate and burial followed in the
Box 492. Bennie ,. Ky. Funeral services will be held Wednesday, Union Hill Cemetery.
August 4, 2010 at 1:00 p.m in the Chapel oi the Collier Funeral
Elkins ,lied at I I a.m. Thursday, July 29, 2010 at Britthaven
Home in Benton. Rev. Ronnie Stir •on and Rev. Ronnie Stinsen, Jr. Benton. She was a member of Union Hill Church of Christ. She is
will officiate. Interment will follow in the Clarks River Cemetery, survived by two sons. William Eli "Bill" Elkins of Hardia, KY and
Symsonia, Ky.
Robert Dale Etkins of Louisville, KY; seven grandchildren, William
Friends may call between the hours of 5 p.m. and t n.rre Tuesday. Eli Elkins. Jr.. P.obert Forte Elkins, Melissa Dawn Fowler. Gabriel
,August 3. 2010 at the Collier Funeral Home in Benton. The family Lee Elkins, Keith Morrie Elkins, Allen Parks and Ashley Parks: fifasks that memorial contributions be made to the Ronald McDonald 'een great grandchildren: and three great-great graralchildren.
House, 550 S. First 'it. Louisville, KY 40202. An online registeShe was preceded in death by three brothers. Eugene Griffin,
book can be found at www.collierfuneralhome.com
Percev Griffin and Dillard Griffin; arid two sistees, Estelle Crouch
and Chrsiine Pless. Her parents s. ere Eii Brown Griffin and Alama
Lam Brantley
Flattie O'Conner Griffin.
Funeral services for Larry Brantley. 55, of Paducah Ky. will he
at 2 p.m. Tuesday at Milner & Orr Funeral Home with the Rev.
Michael Cruce officiating. Burial will follow in Brooks Memorial
Park.
Brantley died at 4:23 p.m. Friday, July 30, 2010 at Lourdes
Hospital. Bom in Paducah, he was a member of Concord United
Methodist Church. He was a plumber and a member of Local 184
GULF OF MEXICO(AP)- Bernard. "I wouldn't feed it to
Plumbers and Fitters.
Even the per.- ple who make their you or my family. I'm afraid
He is survived by his wife. Ronda Brantley: his mother, Delma living off the seafood-rich someone's going to get sick."
Ree Brantley, both of Paddcah. three sons; Bryan Brantley of waters of Louisiana's St.
Louisiana wildlife regulators
Paducah, Daniel Brantley of Ledbetter, Ky., and Thomas Duncan of Bernard Parish have a hard time on Friday reopened state-conMurray: two daughters, Tonia Wray of Ledbetter and Marcia swallowing the government's trolled waters east of the
Duncan of Paducah; He is also survived by one sister, Debby Alvey assurances that fish harvested in Mississippi to harvesting of
al Paducah, three grandchildren, Christopher Duncan, Marlee Wray the shallow. muddy waters just shrimp and "fin fish" sue) as
and Breadon Duncan. three nieces. He was pteceded in death by his offshore must be safe to eat redfish, mullet and trout. Srnell
tattler, Bryan Brantley. Jr. Friends may call from noon to 2 p.m. because they don't smell too tests on dozens of specitnens
sday at Milner & Orr Funeral Home in Paducah.
from the area revealed barely
bad.
Fresh splotches of chocolate- traceable amounts of toxins, the
Linda Let* Black
Food
and
Drug
colored crude, probably glob- federal
Graveside tumeal services for Linda Lou Black were held at ules broken apart by toxic chem- Administration said.
Sunday, Augteri a 2010 in the Wadesboro Cemetery, Hardin, Ky. ical dispersants sprayed by BP
The tests were done not by
Rev. James Keenng and Rev. Richard Burkeen officiated. Interment with government approval, still chemical analysis, but by scienfollowed in the Wadesboro Cemetery, Hardin, Ky.
wash up almost daily on protec- tists trained to detect the smell
Black, age 70. of Hardin, died Wednesday, July 30, 2010. at 5:40
tive boom and in marshes in of oil and dispersant.
p.m. at her home in Hardin. Born in Calloway Co, she was a mernChemical tests on fish for oilreopened fishing ground', east of
ber of the Dexter Hardin United Methodist Cnurdi. Black v.as
related compomeds are routine,
the Mississippi River.
University.
She
was
the
services
at
tvlurray
State
reaired from fixxi
When shrimp season opens in but no such test exists for drtectdaughtei of the late James Hugh Burkeen and the late Earis
a couple of weeks and fisherman ing levels of dispersant, said
(Weatherford, Burkeen.
Scott, FDA spokesShe is survived by one daughter. Dana Slack of Hardin. one son, Rusty Graybill drags his nets Meghan
ace
Grinit Black, wife. Patsy, of flanlin, three grandchildren, Emily across the mucky bottom, he woman. Federal scientists
said.
It
WitS.
devreloping
one,
she
worries
that
he'll
also
collect
McGill, husband. Justin, of Hardin: Natasha Henson, husband,
Randy, of Hardin, and Trevor Norwood, raile Rachel of Benton, and traces of oil and dispersants - - n't clear when one wotaci be
three great-grandchildren, Brody McGill of Hardin, Kash Henson cf arid that even if his catch doesn't ready, though.
The dispersants can kill incusmell, buyers and consumers
Hardin, Gabriella Norwood of Benton.
bating sea life, experts say,
Three sisters, Melodean Nanney. husband, Tom, of Hardin. will turn up their noses.
"If 1 pin fish in a barrel of though its long-term effects are
Janette Flowers of Dexter, and Jennie Carroll. husband Mark of
Almo, one brother. Billy Hugh Bunceen. wife Betty of Dexter, also water and poured oil and Dove unknown. In humans, long-term
detergent over that, and mixed it exposure can cause central nervsurvives.
ous system problems or damage
Black was preceded in death by her husband, Dan Black and one up, would you cat thdt, fiSh
brother, Jim Burkeen. Arrangements wen: handled by Collier asked Graybill, a 28-year-old blood, kidneys or livers, accordFuneiat Home, Benton. The family asks that memorial contribu- commercial oystei. blue crab ing to the Centers For Discase
tions be made to the St. Jude Childien's Resean:h Hospital, P.O. Box aad shrimp angler who grew up Control and Prevention.
i-ishing the marshes of St.
IC410. Dent 142, Memphis, Tenn. 38148-0142.

Fishermen tutrn up noses
at bad-smelling Gulf fish

7ictos,4
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U.S. has iran strike
plan, just in case
WASHINGTON(AP)-- The Persian Gulf would be jeopareU.S. military has a plan to attack ized "if Americans conunit the
Iran, the chairman of the Joint slightest mistake."
"The Persian Gulf is a strateChiefs of StaP said Sunday.
although he thinks a military gic region. If the security of this
region is endangered, they will
strike is probably a bad idea.
Not long after Adrn. Mike suffer losses too and our
Mullen's aired 011 3 Sunday talk response will be firm," Javani
show, the deputy i;bief of Iran's said.
Iran repeatedly has threatRevolutionary Guard was quoted as saying there would be a ened ta target the heart of Tel
strong Iranian response should Aviv, the second-largest city in
the U.S. take military action Israel, shook' the U.S. or Israel
take' military action against it.
against his country.
The U.S. and Iran are at odds
Mullen, the highest ranktng
U.S militan. officer, often has over the goals of Iran's nuclea;
warned that a sh eke on Iran program. fr an contends that it's
would have serious and tope- aimed at peacefut uses of
dictabie ripple elleets around the nuclear energy.
Miefille East.
At the same time, Mullen
said tha risk of Iran's developing
a nuclear weapon is unacaeptable, although ha would not say
which risk he thialts is worse.
"1 think the military options
have been on the table and
remain on the table," Muiler
said on "Meet the Press" on
NBC. "It's one of the options
Potted
that the president has. Again, I
Blooming
hope we don't get to that, but it's
an importaat option and it's one
& Green
that's well undersnavd."
The official Iranian news
Plantc
qooted
IR NA
agency
Revolutionary Guard deputy
chief Yadoilah Javani as saying
Sunday that security in the

Obama refuses to accept patchwork immigration plan
WASHINGTON (AP: -President Barack Obama says he
agrees that more control niust be
exerted over illegal immigration, but he won't accept "a
patchwork of 50 different states'
acting on then own.
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Arizona," while insisting that
national immigration policy
cannot be left to "anybody who
wants to make a name for thernselves."
Arizona has appealed a federal judge's ruling striking &earl
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key provisions of its law reining
in illegal immigration. A federal
appeals court has deaided not to
immediately get into the case,
leaving the state to consider
other steps it might take in the
meantime

Sale Price
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NOW lfore Is tralel mkt
By*

through social media website
Farebook to lobby the WHCA to
give the seat to NPR.
In a statement easted on the
Working Assets website Credo
Action on Sunday'. the greup
said, "While we're disappointed
that the seat eln1 not go to NPR.
we're &lighted the board found
a way to avoid giving the coveted froat-mw center rseat to F03."
To some, the competition
over
front-row seat didn't
show W'hite House :-eporters in
the most flattering light. "The
Daily Show" host Jon Stewart's
take: "Guy.s. you're already' in
second row!"
14^ver shy about expressing
ber views in the briefing room.
Thomas began as a White House
correspondent for the wire service United Press International in
1960 and retained the seat after
becomirg an opinion wnter for
Hearst in 2000. She abruptly
retired atter independent filmmaker Rabbi David Neaenoff
posted footage of her remarks on
Israel on the Web.
White House spokeman
Robert Gibbs called the comments "offensive and reprehensible," and Thomas• press corps
colleagues with the White
Correspondents
House
Association issued a rare
admonishment ealling them
"indefensible."

I
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Murray.
Alcoholics
Nnon;mous holds meatings at
615 South 12th St. The regular
schedule is as follows: Sunday,
p.m.. closed. stralerng. Lield
study: Monday. 8 p.m. open.
Anoking: Tcesday. 8 p.m.
closed,
no
smoking:
Wednesday, II a.m. closed. no
smaking. 6 p.m., closed. ladies
meetir smoki: 8 p.m., open.
smoking; Thursday'. 8 p.m.
closed. smoking, hig book
meeting: Friday. :2 noon. open.
no smoking. lunchtime meeting,
8 p.m. open. smoking. New
comers: Saturday. 10 a.m..
open, no-smoking. 8 p.ni. open.
no-smoking, speaker meeting:
Iasi Saturday' in the month at 8
p.m. "Eat-n-Meet" potluck.
Closed meetings are for people who think they have a problem with alc, '1°1 and want to
give it up. Open meetings are
for anyone who wants to attend
an AA meeiing.
For info' nation 'all Mitch at
753-9320 or Kathy at 270-4931227, or Chuck at 436-2552.

e-mail: jo.burkeenttmurrayledger.com

Veterans and families
given assistance

Meetings
times given

F

terare and their familie will Oe "nen
counseling and assistance in tiling claims for
state and federal benefits in m 12:30-3:30
p.m. on M •nday and Thuetadav at the
Clinic 2620 Perkiiis Creek Dr.. Paducah,and
aod Wednesday at the VA Clinic at
1253 Paris kd., Mayfield. Ron &tenure,
rtginna: field representative , f Kentucky
Department of Veterans Affairs, will give the
assistance.
For information and appaintko's
ments, can 1270) 44.1-8465 or (270) 247-2,455
Datebook ext.
or
e.maii
73906)
By Jo Surkeen
ronald.mcclure@kv.gov. Walk-ins will he
Oommuni:y
schedulnd for appointments.
Editor
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error I
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Meeting to be held
Temple Hill Masonic Lodge #276 will hold its stated conununication on Aug. 3 at 7 p.m. All members and visitors are welcome to
attend. Tempie Hill lodge is located on Hwy.464(Alma Shiloh Rd,)
east of Almo.

MURRA

Mimra3

Photo provided
GETTING A NEW FLAG: Woodmen of the World Lodges 592 and 728 hung new flags
through out Murray during the month of July Getting a flag replaced is the Woodmen of the
World building.

Sale to be held at Angels Attic
Angels Attic is having a combined Back to School and Summer
Clearance Sale beginnine Tuesday, Aug. 3 through Thursday,
August 5. The store will stay open until 8 p.m. on Tuesday to
accommodate vvorking parents. :Angels Attic invites the community
to conic get great biu-nains on summer items and discount prices on
fall items. The store will be open regular store hours 11 a.m. to 5
p.m. on Wednesday and Thursday. A:: always Angels Attic is looking for donations of clothing, fumiture, books and household
items. Donations are accepted at the rear of the store Mon-Sat from
8 a.m. until 5 p.m.

Retirement Center

Representatives of Thistle Farms in Nashville, Tenn, wiii be presenting an overview' of their ministry on Aug. 4 in the downstairs
fellowship hall of University Church of Christ at 7 p.m. Thistle
Farms is a faith based rehabilitation program for women fleeing
lives of domestic violence, prostitution, and addictions. Thistle
Farrns is a residential program where women live and work, learning necessary vocational and social skills that enable them to successfully en. enter the career world and society. All interested community guests are welcome.

HAPPENINGS
by Anrata Peeler

Nancy Warren's 1936 graduating class of Lynn Grove High
School met in Paducah this
week for their 74th reunion!
There ace only three classrr,atas
left out cf the class. One class
member
traveled
trom
Washington. D.C. for the
reunion. They had lunch and
then viiiect in the hcme of ode
classmate. Nancy hail A wonderful day and is looking forward to
next yeas reunion.
t ro
Happy Birthd..y - go
Emma Nell Steele and Lynn
Smith. Teresa Oakley, employee, also had a birthda:, this
week. Happy birthday. to You all
and
ty more! We celabiated
all of our July birthdays this
week with a party ane homemade ice cream.
We honored all of our nearest
residents with a tea on Friday'.
This is such a good time of getting to know our ncw folks and
making them feel welcome at
Hickory Woods.
Next avek we are "Back-toSchool" with a abole month of
good ole school days ac'.vities.
We are just hoping there are no
surprise Jests!
...Nothing else looks oi feels
like home but ve come cicce
84 Utterback Rd. • Murray, Ky
Phone, 17.701 759-8700 • 1-888,31-5014

SBDM committee to meet
lhe Mun.ay Llementary SBDM Committee will meet Thursday,
Aug. 3, at I p.m. in die conference room ot Murray Elementary.

Spring Creek Baptist to hold revival
pro vided
CHECK PRESENTED: The American Legion Auxiliary presented veterans at Fern Terrace a
check for supplies Pictured, from 13ft, are Robert Myers, James Cahoon. Buster Skinner,
Gerald Harris The lE.dies are. from left, ExecutivP Committee members, Judy McCarty and
Jackie Kennedy.
Photo

Spring Creek Baptist Church. Almo, will hold revival services
tonight through Aug. 4. Evangelist Rodney Wallace will be the
speaker. Services begin at 7 p.m. Wallace is from the New Zion
Baptist Church ir Niarshall Co. Everyone is welcome.

Board to hold meefing tonight

Cans needed for ongoing project

Coll
Winnors of the Kenlake
Ladies Golf League, for
Wednesday., July 28 were, Vicki
Kirk, Wilma Bonner, and
Evelyn Blivins.
Other piayers were, Wanda
Sutter, Gayle Weaver and
Danetta Weaver. The ladies will
meet at 8:15 a.m. at thc Kenlake
State Pai k Golf Course
We Inesday. Aug. 4.

arse drug, Accataza., as been linked to serious abdominal
illnesees, erven months or years later, in.-hi-Mug Inflammatory Bowel
Disease. Lf you have
Disease USD), Ulcerative Colitis, and Cro'
suffered from any of these conditkona after taking Ac
me, Cal
tion.
112 r--w at 1.-800-TRE-EAGLE about monetary rum:1pm
or costs until y r came acmes. We practice law only in
ite
bt" it-ambit. with layman throughout the U.&
&Is
GOLDBERG & OSBORNE
MAO
cara••••
1 -800.THE-EAGLE
v...
a MU
(1 -800-84-73-3245)
www. dot/tilt e-agle.com

99

Over 200favorite ton
charnels only ‘t"'°*

WATCH Center at 702 Main
St., Murray, needs aluminum
cans for an on-going fand-raising projeet. Peggy Williams,
director. said "these may' be
taken to the centcr during regular hours: or persons may drive

thtough the dnvevvay on the
west side of the center and place
them in the cotton wagon there
anytiine day or ntht; or may be
donated at a Make A Difterence
Day at Murray State Universit)
Stewart stadium parkini.

2.1rd;TAnnoUncemenl
Alexa Joy Johnson
Joel Taylor and Jennifer
Lynn Jchnson, Manhattan, Kan.,
are the parents of a daughter,
Alexa Joy Johnson, nom on
Monday, May 17, 2010 at 11:10
a.m. at Nicicy Health Center,
Manhattan.
The baby weighed seven
pounds seven ounces and measured 19 1/2 inctics. A sister is
Ellie Hope, 2.
Grandpa:a its are Richard
and kebocca McCulley, New
Sharon. Iowa: and Barry. and
Mary Gail Johnson. Murray.
Great-grandmothers are Mrs
Katic Laurber and Mrs. ti,ahria
McCulley'. both of New Sharon.
The parents are college ministers with Student Mobilization
Wistries on the Kansas State
campus.
Univer

Sugar Creek Baptist Church will hold a revival the week of Aug.
Prayei service will start at 7 p.m. nightly with ,:oiship following at 7:30 p.tn. The Rev. Brett Miles will speak Aug. 2-5 and Rev.
Tim Cole will be the guest speaker Friday, Aug. 6. Pastor Rev.
Darrell Walker invites e-eryone L? attend.

Domestic Violence support:educational groups are currently being
For more information on dates and times
offered on a weekly
call the Merryman House Domestic Crisis Out:, a it Office of
Callo,..'ay County at 759-2373.

Applications being accepted
Murray-Calloway County Chapter of Habitat for Humanity is now
IJC considaccepting applications front fatitiltes who would like
ered for its next house. Applications are available at the Cailoway
County Public Library. Habitat is reading to start construction of its
to
e-mail
13th
house.
For
i nformation
rnurraycallowayhabitat yahoo.voin or leave a message at 76'6055 or 753-0323.
Alexa Joy Johnson

North Pleasant GTOVe Cemetery is .11 need of funds for upkeep 02
the cemetery'. Donations may be mail. 1 to Margaret Nell Boyd,
1102 Vine St.. Mum.;, KY -.2071.

972 Chestnut Street • Murray, KY 421171
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Water District meeting scheduled
The Dexter-Almo Heights Watio. District will meet at 7 p.m. at the
District Water Office at 351 Almo Rd. For more information ca:I
753-9101 or 753-1591.

Special groups offered
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The Calloway County Fire Protectiou District Board will hold its
regular meeting at 6 p.m. at Fire Station #I, 101 East Sycamore. The
public is invited to attend.
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PUBLIC AUCTION
SW-MAY INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRIC1
SURPLUS PROPERTY
August 3, 20i0 - 4:09 pan.
Murray High School - 1800 Sycamore Street •
Murray. ICY
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School and Summer
through Thursday,

p.m. on Tuesday to

vices the community
d discount prices on
hours 11 a.m. to 5

kngels Attic is look-

oks and household
store Mon-Sat from

e, Tenn, wiff be pre4 in the downstairs

,t

The Morray Independent School District will
conduct a public auction to sell 'terns declared surplus that will na longer be used fur achool purposes
lt,ms to be sold to the highest bidder are aa follows
•Televlsions I 21 '' 60"
•CD, Cassette, & Record Plgy-cis
•Reel to Feel and Overhead Projectors
•DVD Players
•Fluorescent Lights
•TV & VCR Carts
•Miscellaneous Tables and Cabinets
•Studerd Desks and Chairs
•Clold'a Guitar
•Clatigroorn Divider on Wheols
•Misc. Sporta Equipment
•Misc. Student Classroom Books
•Vehicles 1987 Ford Truck k 135,452. miles), 1992
Ford Taurus i90.504+miles0993 Ford
Truclo 133,792. irides 1995 Chevrolet School
Bust 269,935.-miles,
•Other Misc. Items

at 7 p.m. Tttistle
for women fleeing
addictions. Thistle

ive and work, learnenable them to sueAll interested com-

The auction will be conducted on August 3. 2010 to
., begin at 4.00 p m at Murray High School. 1801.0
'Sycamore Street Velacles will sell at 5'00 p.m. All
I items sold "as .s" and ell sales are FINA.L. Any
inquiries should be directed to Dr.'fism Rendek or
Tern Dick at 270) 753-4363

INVITATION TO BID

mect Thursaay,

irray Elementary.

The Murray Independent Board of Education is
seeking competitive bids from suppliers of pizza for
, ser-..114 .n our NSI-P at Murray Middle 9,hool and
Murray High Sch.,-! Genera! conditions, spscifications and bid homs can be picked up at the board
office, 208 South 13th Street, Murray. KY 42071
betwtsii the Lours of & a.m. and 3fifl p in Monday
through Friday. Bids must be received on or bef.,ce
the date and time stated. Murray Independent
school Board of Education n serves he right to 1
rejsttt any and all bids and to waive any anti ali
infoi maliues. A proisosal may he rejected for noncompliance with provisions of instructioo. -Ai...ye
to bidding. Bids will be opened ard read aloud at
the Iviurray Board of Echniation office at 10:00am un
Wsdnesday, August 4, Kie

I

I revival

old revival services
Wallace will be the

from the New Zion

ilcome.

ht

t Board will hold its
East Sycamore. The
060
Wonted

iuled
meet at 7 p.m. at the

ore information call

the week of Aug.
with ,:orship follow-

& Aug. 2-5 and Rev.

Aug. 6. Pastor Rev.

Ps are currently being

,11

on dates and times

Out:,

Office of

for Humanity is now
Id like t, oe ennsid-

ible at the Calloway

trt construction of its
e-mail

to

a message at 761-

ions
funds for upkeep of

viargaret Nell Boyd,

$8.25 Firs* Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words 5.50 each
S 17 er word per d.y.
AcW:tional Consecutive Da
go into Smart Saver)
35 extra for Smart S. er
.0iisher
. maintains the

ritedlo

s

Fn.1‘
Fr 'Om
Nat 10 Lni.
bon ,2
Vied. 10 a.m.
'bur 1:Los.
- TV 12 p.m.

klonday
Smart SaYer
Tuesday
whammy Thursday
Fnday
Faturday
1--

$8.50 Column Inch, ti0"; Discount 2nd Run,
40'; Discount 3rd Run.
, Wal
Day Period
Al Ad, 'lust
$3.35 per :oluntri inch (-an for Monda (Stm,sping Guide)

' '

I

Tct Place 'Your Aci Call the Classifi-cl Department at 753-1916 ask for Ashley Morris or Carrie Stephenson
or stor by our officz at 1001 Whitriell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:0C a.io.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

e-mai'

Walk-ins will 5e

4(Almo Shiloh Rd,)

DEADLINES

GET THIS ?XI
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

COME Work On The
Waterl
Day
Shift
Waitress nePled. Must
work weekends. No
phone
Apply in
Kenlake
parson at
Melina s Cindy's on the
-- Parge.

NOTrE
Advertisers a-e
clod'
rei, asted
the tire' insertion of
tt..ir ad for any errc
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for or. one
Incorrect Insertion.
Arty error should oe
reported immedlsr
corrections cai.
be made.
r

1,,KING-ORDERS for
Peacnes & Cream
Honey Select Swer
Corn $3 a Baker's
Dozen. Larry Tucker
Farm's 270-489-2477
THE Mu....ty Ledger &
Time: considers itz
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Fleaders using this
information do so at
own risk. Although
persons and companies Jentioneo herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Leader & Times, aor
v of its em^loyees
accept any re,,.a.insibility whatsoe, ir for their
activities.

JUST gi
a eau,
•
be glad to help,
Your laved one we'll
try to find,
Cause we all have
Furry oi r4athered
ads Here at the
, Jger & Times.

Call 753-1916

Sirloin Stockade Now
nng, Full Thee Mea
Cutter. E penence prererre-1 Apply in r-

DENIAL (Ace seeking Full-Time 9ental
Hygienist.
Send
rssume to PO Box
KY
Murray,
1538,
42u71

Energetic. hard-working individual with
multi-tasking abilities needed for front
office duties in busy medical practice.
Must interact well with people. and be
cheerful, reLipectful. and outgoing.
Absolutely no phone cal:s will be accepted
concerning this position. Please submit a
typed resume, along with a handwritten
cover letter to:
Dr. John Bright,Dermatology of Murray.
300 S. 8th. Suite 281-W
Murray. KY 42071

'kat

Wanted

L___
KoarORCE is seeking
a computer technician.
For details for position
ptease visit
r
%VW& keefoice.c,
Click nn

Christian Childcare
Center now enroliing
ages
1-5
years.
Located at 810 Whitnell
h. Neon Beach. Fulltime rate is $110/wk.
Part-time
rate
is
$23/day with a 2 day
270-7671177
RETIRED MILIIARY
SPOUSE
SEEKING
ROUSEs TO CLEAN
27C a
)2
WILL clean houses
or offices.
Reasonable rates.
270-978-2194.

MURRAY AREA
MOBILE Insurance
Exa liner, ,n.ist have
blood drawing expenence. Call 800-456°403. P.O. Box 2481
Evansville, Indiana
47728
NURSE,,,;i: RN or L.rN
needed AS/P. Fulltime,
2nd
shift
Paducah area Long Term Care Facility. 4
week
assignment.
Crimmal histL re,:ord
check required. Please
uall 800-1386-1725

MDM COMPUTERS
Service,Sales
Repairs Upgrades
.59.3556
,140'
*lard to Buy

Open call for Yoga
Instructers. Dc you
have a oackground n
fitness? Now accepting
apprications
r Yoga,
Pilates & other creativa
movement & illness
orieated teachers, fcr
Paris. TN
PartThne day & evening
positions. Send your
letter of interest & summary of background
aith 2 ,-efere ,ces to
yogac nter wk.net.

ANTIOUES, Cali Larry
753-3633
BUYING old pocket
knives -nd coin collections. 293-6899.
CASH pais: for
good, used guns.
Benson vrting
i'mods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

nOt all

on the toimetwork cum
.ile plated through
the Murray Ledger
& Tunes Please call
us it Neel have any
qucsioins regarding
the Istoriay area
0,tira'• Thank you

Sheet Mct..il Mechanics
and Apprentices needed for local HVAC company. Sheet Metal
must :iold a
Mechar
current
Kentucky
Jourr- -nar License
and
EPA certified.
Tools required Salary
based on experience.
Com, v benefit; a,
retirement package.
Send resume or pickup
application at Randy
Thornton Co.
802
Chestnut St. Isi„ ay.
phone calls
KY.
p6ase.

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. "urray
Plaza Lodge Apply In
person efts. 7:00PM
pho. calls

GOOD
use stove,
refrigerator alc unit,
and stor
windows
753-4109

.At

salM career:,
ai& other
- Send to •
Box 363
Murray tit
420"1

ip.o

[
1115Aiticles
For „ale

PRACTICAL Dental
Assisting:
Registration is now
open. Class t
or,
Sept.
11.
2010.
Classes are scheduled
,aturdays for 11
on :',
weeks. Allovdng you to
keep your present iob,
while you gain skills for
career.
a rewarc
Most Dental Assistants
have ,.renings, v ?Ike 1c., and holidays off
Inturreation
Ind
fL.rns
Regis'-ation
at
available
www.bohledental.rom
our offLe 270or c
:42-0256. r, • ancing
available. Enrollment
I
090
Dcei- ac & Mildew*
AFFORDABLE CHILL
CARE. ANY DAY, ANYTIME. 270-873-2029.
Would like to assist
with th care of your
elderly family member
24 years € .enence.
2'n-933-0621
Will sit with elderly.
Cert ted Nurses Aid
,70-32g 6458

st..J6
Camper Trailer. Used
10 hours, gene, aior
electric start. .:',ib
propane tank, full 270. .-1926
ALL new Queen
, mattress set, si,i; in
plastic, with wr.ri inty,
$170. Full Size mattress/box spring, brand
ne
sti!: in package.
$140. Brand name
King pillow-top rrattress set, new in plastic warranty. Must Sell,
$260. Great Deal!
NASA Memory Foam
never
m,
ttress set
us-J. $350. drand
name Twin mattr,...s
set , still in plastic.
$120. Can Deliver!
27u-210-r,716
E1ERMUnA
Square
Bails For-Sale. $4
BPrn 2.13-5381. »35‘IL
CHRISTOPHER'S
" at
COINS for sal,
Tends-N-Treasures &
Heart of
I Dr Joe
Fuhrmann, owner,
buys
appraises &
coins 70-753-4161

- PREPLANNING ^Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist

INSURANCE

TANNING Bed, Sun
Dash, Endurance 416,
110 volt. 16 bulbs, like
new condition Alvarz
Guitar,
Japanese
made model 5025.
made
in
1978.
pertect/like new condition case included
270-'53-7492 or 27°748-6954

Lou V. MeGary
Arlie., Pay fOOCI of
the Deductibles?

Avoid inflationary cost
Lock in price, single pay or
payment plan

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay $1,021 on Part A, $135 on
Part B Call me '1r more information

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KN 42071
Jerry isaai.s,konei /saw:

Modernized Medicare
Supplement- Plan N
Limited Underwriting
and Low Premium.
(A) Rated Company
Call For Details.
RON SALL1N
(Local Agent)
Phone 759-1565
Cell 210-2533

WASHEP & dryer,
motor home, Case
tractar. real estate ldts.
Will consider trades.
753-4109. 227-15,
16
WEDE9NG Rings For
SaleT Vintage Style
Engagement
Ring_
18kt
White
yold.
Diamonds 1.43 Ct
Diamond- Mers 1810
White Gold Comfort Fit.
Gerrit i'rrk.
Value. '...7.000. Will Sell
fo,$3,900.
C:ill 731-336-0257

01 Nil RR X\ .

Ri SIDI N

Clef, TIC

&

Mowers:
Case44
D 20hp/twin
$475;
46" cut, $47f.:.;
pushmower/accessones
$25: Older
Jacobson - 'deck $65,
5-8hp ^ngines $65obo.
270-. -8585 or 270753-8585
.5 90

For Sale: 8-N Ford
Tractor with Plow-Disc
&
Grader
Blade.
$2,60010130 270-2276044

PIANO lessons for
dren ag,5-teens
$10.0C per 30 minute
esson. Contact Knstin
731)336-17e.

kl

0\l'.\11 ID 1%1

- 92.2.4
‘si-

NIINS1(.1

11 k%

\.1( K \it [ VR1

0\$ NI it

1 44 3

t I

R

14*

sI\

111r-Carpet & Floor

-71%1'91

.51/e.:ial:"rate in rberapcurit

•CERAMIt TTLE.LAWNATE
• VINYL • HARDWOOD • CARPET

jrJii

refief as wt•IT,4s on-s0e rfi.:ir massage

Oyer 40 yearl exp.
Saks & lariallanon
Visit.- er shown;

rtit'

(270)753-772

Hap, KY

TISINNIMMIM•

USED APPLIANCES

I

&

MaSsage
ray r/
Patty Reyes,

LARGE,

RECLINE.,
$40
Loveseat, $90. Mus
sell. 469-2544 leave
message.
180

Owner-

NIP SI PIR (11 1NINfi

** August- Syee,t4.-i"
:to Wtin $30 • 64.134in $so • go'Min $70
Mcn-Sar o:oo am -7:00.,tnn
901-241-0149
[
I 3or 14-. 1.2rii • Suite T, •Atarray, .10

WARD- CI-MKS
o05 E -Sr:t.•It 1241

27%753-24

J.H. Churchill Funeral Houle

FREE HELP IN CIALM FILINC FOR HY CLIENTS
753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Mattress Sale
Close Outs
Overstocks
Fac.tory Seconds
270-767-1900
702 N 12th St
Murray

(270).7534713

DISCI kIMER
When accesmr qte
"help %anted"
on our cla,sifieds
w4bpage at
murrayledger c m.
you will be redirected
to johnetwork com
d
Murray &rat weal job
listings will appear on
wetwite
llowt s cr. .ts a naii

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY
DO,
'S

DTP COMPANY DRIVERS
Dry Van Division
New Pay & Bonus Program
Benefits-Health, Dental, Life
Supplemental Insurance
Year Round Rider Program
Home most weekends
CALL TOLL FREE 800-737-2663

V/SA
INP1111011011

Apartments For Rant 1
1BR, price reduced
var:ous
Ir.:cations
Coleman RE 753
9898.
2.s.pqrtments Fc. Rent.
1BR $325/mc. 2BR
3350/mo. 2 Blocks
from University. "'all
270 752- 78
2 bedroom, aI! appliCambor ;3
arua 293-6968
app.aBR. C,7-1/A,
ances. Coleman RE
753-98C3.
ist Full Mo. Rent Free

l

Calloway tiardea
Essex DOW ns
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive
IBR & 2BR Ates
270-753-8556
TDB I-800-545-1833
Ext. 283

ri Aperlmort sforlant

Lis.
:louses For Rant

[

LARGE 3BR ...pi,
ncaly remodeled on
campus. CH/A, W&C,
$550 water, sewage &
trash fu oished. no
pets. 293-3710 293'500

%ICE 2BR, duplex wricarport. No pets. 270,227-7414
NOW LEASIG
& 3beeroom Apts
We a.. opt Sectior,
8 vouchers
Appiy at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-80r-648-6056

"

L

I

2BR, 4171 Pedro Rd
3,50 + deposit. No
pets. 270-i r "..r-8582 or
270-227-1935
4PR,
W/D
1624
o,
Hamiltor
$70r•,
next to MSU
0606
Cortage-Farrl-House
on
35/am as.
Completely restored,
2BR
2BA. carport,
deta.:hed garaoe. concrete dnve, No inside
pets, $1.200/mo. furnished. Available 09°1-2010.
270-22
,
3225. References A
Must.

3.00,
,i
p....„„. . Rent.

G&C
STORAGE Pnd I
•
PROPANE
I
1 19 E Main
(276) 753-62,
Cell:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 m M-F

IGY MINJ.
WAREHOUSES
1850 Stilt. 121S.
Murray. KY 42071.
.270-753-5562

J&I. RENTALS
NlINI-ST(HtA(
720 S. 4TH ST.
(ismer of 121 S it Glendale.

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Houma For Runt

10X10 $25

hil5 $40
(2701436-2524
12701293-6906

Equal eget:Aisne,.

DUPLEX for rent all
appliances. 767-9948.
NICE 213/1BA Duplex in
Hazel, C/H/A, all appliances. privacy fence
yard, h.-se. ref. + dep.
No pets. $400.00. 7531059

1 & 4BR Hnuses
Lease
&
Deposit
Required
270-7534109

/01Cr---

1BR
cabin
6425
deposit. $465 monthly
Includes ail utilir,es and
cable. No pe s 4362619

Find out what's'
happening
this summer...
subscribe to thie

lit RR ti

LITGER&TIMES
2.BR & Lot, $12.900_
270-753-6012
94 Fr
i6x80,
3BR, 2BA. carport, outbldg. excellent condition, $14,000. 7612639 or 29, 533

ECI
Mobile Homes For Rent

Home Deli...ry
Local Mail 11
3 mo.
$30.00
$35.,m l;
6 mu.
$55 00 3
6 mo.
S105.00
.r..
1 yr...-.-.....$110.00

10X 10 and 10 X 2C
.ights and Electnaty
24r Surveillan (1900 N. 12th St.

Rest of Kvrrit.1

An
Subscriptions
1 '5.00
3 mo.-......-..$70.50 3 mo.
6 mo.-.......-.$90.0c 6 mu.
$%.00
Si 73.16:j 1 tr.
1 vr. .
$145.00

r -hind M, Tray Business Cznter

743-2905 .

2BR, $28, No cats
753-6012
VICE 2 bedroom, no
pets. 753-9-'66

1
2or apts near
downtown
Murray
Lease and depoSd
required
' 4109
1 n:), 113A Apt. $35r
mo.
2071, IBA Townhouse
$485 mu
270-753-755'

!ON Mk
IIIST

Money Order

Name

_

. St. Address
I .
City
I
•
I Star,
I
.
Daytime Ph.

All Slit, Units Climate Cont '
24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
1112 Whttnell Av*.

Mail utis cour

Vi a

4A

NUC

Zip

with payment tm

Murray Ledge' & 'Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray. KY 42t,r/.
Or call f 270' ,a3-191F

753-485

,

Check

8• Mom

,August 2, 20111

Acreap
PREMIER
MINIS'MRAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Securrty alarmed
•Sare &
•We sell boxes,
•We eant U-Haels
753-1600

43 acres. Hwy 1346.
Dexter. Across from
Jeffrey
Cemetery.
Fenced
with
year
around water ane pole
barn $89.900 Call
Chuck 753- '323 ext

ABSOLU E

CLASSIFIEDS
D AUCTION

Murray Ledger & Times

Look'

Thur-day, August 19t1.1 2010 @ 7:00 PM

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer. back hoe, and
track
hoe
work
Installation and repair
on seen': systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping. Maror
cre,it colds acc,ipted
978-0404
APPLANCE REFAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(2:3) 292 8726 OR
I 59-5534
Check Van Buren

NEW NViT 80 FOUR LANE COOt, TCRE TRAIL A MAC 10 RO.. MUNN*,Kr eon
An H• ,
timktNitr
From Num*: Take
1..
New Hwy 80 West
74 Mies To Properly
From Mayfield: Take
New kfm (40 Fast
. - , propel,
&gas Posted,'

-Owner Finance'•
IN
TRACTS &
AMIN TIONS
Craftsman Style Horne
1 YR
retached
Garaye
with
needs
ATTE4T:iti:
Recently fixed, very Outbu"ding 3 Be t
Bath 1536 Almo Fld
HI 4TEHS,
liiendly 227-1201
Aimo KY 4.295" Down.
FARMERS
$67L Month
3 Male DJchshunds 7
&
Ruthie 270-753-2222
INVESTORS
weeks
$2004300
1209 Doran Road. 1/2
Call 270-293-6852
(eta, CtLLOWAY COUNTY FARM WITH ROAD FRONTAIT ON COOK STuRE MAK
acre cori,or lot. Doran
NEW HWY 80 f01.47 LANE & hAMMONC ROAD, ILLABLE ACRE:),
Chrhuzihua
Female & Melrose. .c FL. BFI
GOOD HUNTING WOUND,POTENTIAL BUILDING SITES,
Puo $125 2'0-748- 3 BA. 2300 sq ft,
REAL ES TAIT WILL SELL 4" 7 017 /41 FO THE ,IIGHEST 81D9ER RFCAPOtt.S Of 14110E'
remodeled & updated.
5575
VISIT HAIIIOSALIC IONS.COM OieNtORE PHOTOS!•
2
&
1/2
cal
garage/workshop, 2
DOG Obedience
REAL ESTATE Tract 1' 4 125 Acres Tract 2• 24 275 Acres Tract 3*
761
car carport, large front
(270)436-2858.
Acres Traci 4' .2 092 Acres Tract 5* 29 883 Acres Tract 3*' onA Acres w
& hack porch, trees &
Well Tract 7* 21 319 Acres Tied 8* 36 E "1 Acres
FULL-BLOODED extensive landscaping.
AUCTION HELD
ME MURRAY C
TRY CLUE/
ao
at
Border Collie acppies Sea
2200.001.1 GE,FARM RD. MUR AE•Keir.,4
)Tube.neV218
3female,2 nide $150
Pf•I S A, 'E
575 Vi 85,000. (270)
Call (270) 705-2939
769-2548 Shown by
appointment only.
.11Ftitgla,. nu - %J..
AKC.
CKC. 2009 Brick Horne. 2300
a la I-14a
keit minds IBROI&RIALW710.111:FR -nt owe jogai
male/female.
••
$250- SQ. FT. Living Space.
•
MAXIMS
INRONFRiAUCTICNIMII
TF*1637
,
$350 270-251-0310 3BR. 2BA, 1 Acre 8
.
ADOETII HARRIS IlEALTIMPAUC*COUR
evenings
Doteale Garage, Sun. AllEALIMMIGER, REALTOWAUCTIOnitt A
NO.
Room. Hilltop View.
314aisISCRt. a •••rth •
.2040
3lead*,in Land Marfigainig'
.er 6164 Pembriik, Rd • Hipiontoillx
1.!:•tt
ritaur Pro
. fes
1,2Mile to Murray. City
.sfottoi Aueteneenr.
390
210-.247-3253
2-1)-.**75.4841M), 800-,381)-4A18Water & Gas. By
Livestock I Supplies
. .
.
. .
.
Owner 5149,000. 27°519-8570
470
51
930
Lambs,
For-Sale. 3BR, IBA.
with large
Motorcycles ATVs
Campy:
Services Offered
$100. 731-644-P 1 32, shop.
North of Murray.
leave a message.
753-0531.
2008 Kawasaki Vulcan 2006 Max-Lite 29QBH
Hill Electric
900CC. 1,100 miles. 2 pull outs, sleeps 10
3BR, 2BA
Since 198h
$5.000, Call 270-227- people. $18.500 OBO.
132 Washington Dr.
24 Noun WWI=
9518
Call
270-994-3292
5155,000 227-9577
Res . Com . & Ind.
2004 Suzuki Burgman after 3pm
Licensed & Insured
aoo Scooter 7,000
ntortas Ledger & Tones Fair
530
All Jobs - bag or small
t4ew 2.-4
Housing Act Notice
miles. excellent condiServices Offered
Bedresis bonus In tion, $2,800. 270-759753-9562
All real estate advertised herein
sublect to the Federal lair
RIvierfield Estates.
4280
436-5141 A-AFFORDiiiuyng Act which make. it
L&M
• ABLE Hauling. Clean
Ilegaf to advertise an. preter•
fiG Real Property!
LAWN SERVICE
ence. :imitation or diknmin3out garages, gutters.
Professionals
ion bkved an ram color reliMowing, Manicuring, junk & tree work.
KIUM sex. Isandicap.
sta293-7#72
Landscaping S,
tus or national ongin. Of interiA:71 Lamb's
m., to make an spa, prefer• Leif Vacuuming
ences linutahons or discriminaProfessional Tree
5
,
itisfaction
guaranteed
ion
Service Insured
ONLY $20,000' Small
753-1816 727-0611 753.TREE
ate law. fortnd discrimination
(8733)
older home in Alm.
n the sak rental or ..1,...,rosang
1-270-227-0587
if real estate based on ta.iors IP
ADAMS Home
Call
We
Beth
Finance
270-978addition to those protested
All carpentry construc- Improvement
(3242
imder ledsial law
hollandmotorsales.c.
tion. Additions, remod- Additions, Remodeling.
Crye-Leike
Realty
ill Ark
.
, ingl, accept any
276-753-4461
eling. sagging rotten
Roofing, Vinyl Siding,
adverh,ing fOf real estate whid, Services.
floors. decks, home & Laminate
not in violation ot the Ian All
500
Floors.
PR;CE
REDUCED:
penon,
beret-, informed
mobile
hone.
repel'
Repairs, wOrl-; comp
Wad Tricks
advemvo
that all
Nein Hurno 3BR, 2BA,
Larry
Nimmo
Insured.
available on ar eyual oppi
2-Cer Garage, Cath.
nit, la,
753-2353
227-26 7.
C; ecrete 2000 Chevy
Ceilings,
For further assistarie kith Fair
S-10,
Chive, Covered Front Blue. $3,500. 270-436YOILIR AD
11...n-A .'..1.ertistng require"1.12.‘‘'
ments conta0 NAA ounsei
Pozch, Pah°. 270-210- 2352
.C.OULD B E
ker. l' Warn rAlli bith
ktiPtIALT
.
3781. 270-559-2032
.11tRE,F OR
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Concrete
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The Star Show the Kind of
Da% You'll Have: 5-Dynamic
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
1 -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
*** Kgillp in mind that ottasrs
are sensitve and reactive. Vs,-.
you near and how others act
could be changing. Take your
time making a
.-ision, You
could be oyerwi.2imea by the
neediness of those around you.
.Tonight Your treat
TAURUS (Aprt: 20-May 21)
***** Yot raoate, and others respond. b..: direct with what
you share. Understand that others could be o,,‘. of sorts and that
their reaction. c3i_ild be out of
whaci
- onor EJ..Iy, your judgments tor now. Meanwhile, allow
others to chill. Tonight: The wond
is your oyster
GEIAINI ('
22-June 20)
** Understand that you need to
pull back in order to ch-inge the
discussion. The first way of hai -Thg
lifficult situation it; to pull
back and observe. -ay less
That change alone could I- .e
an impact. Grit ultimately you
need to SF sail in a differ
direction Tonight: Vanish wf...a
you can, before you encounter
interference.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** You absol,•telv know
what you want. The passage to
aet there • I not be as easy or
Jpported ..s you ,night like.
Tension buffos. A famffy mornbe•
is on the warpath and the •oss
makes de Inds You'll suJceed
through skillful jugglin,. Tonight.
Where people are.
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THE Murray Leaner &
1 Imes considers its
sources reliable, bu:
,naccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do *0 at
their owl risk Although

persons and cc lea
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are believed to be rep
utable, The Murray
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any of its emp,,,yees
accept any respoosibility whatsoe, '‘r tor their
ac Mies
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079)759-0501
MURRAY
Powet
Wash
Commerclai
Residential. Vinyl siding. sidewalks, driveways, dnve through's,
parking lots, gum
removal Etc Fully
Licensee & Insured.
293-7063 or 293-7022.
RODF Leaking call a
professional.
4354645.
Simmon's Handyman
& Carpentry Service.
Over 25 year.,. Call
Don, Murray area
519-8570.
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone 436,
2562, 227-0267
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WILL remove Dead
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Check us out
en the Web!

SUDOKU

Sudotui ,s a numbe-olacing puzzle based on a 9x9 gnd %Nth
reveral gtven rut,' ,s The °bled rs to piace the •Iumbers to 9
in the ernply
so that each row. each column and each
3x3 box contains .ite same number only once The difficulty level
of the Curr:iphs Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday

Concepts

Itine Green

udoKu

4
3
I 17
1 8 6
3

6
1 5
8
7

k

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Tuesday, Avg. 3,2010:
This year, you grow in new
ways and make distinct changes.
Not eseryuns. is at case with
your style, as you seem slightly
more assertive than in the past.
Someone could actually take
this new you oersonally Be alert
aiat possibility. If you are single_ many people come to you.
Be suie you are not making this
person the right person in your
mind. Realtt•2 could be differcnt.
If you are attached, iiie bond
would benefit from animated
conversations in wiiich
ou
accept each othcr's point of
Ynu ion': need to agree.
T
toA
rill
s,RUS can push your but-

WASHING
vtnyi slot%
A .Wood Sider% •

Owner
Greg Mansfield
(279)293-8483

)0.1,1.1% fjtcur:.

FUTRELL'S Troe
Service
Trimming,
removal.
stump grinding, fire
wood. Insured. 4892839.
LAWN Care Service
Reasonable
rates
starting at $15 270
753-2405. 270-978
2441

MILLS & SqN
PRESSURE

Garage Door Sales
I Maintenance

3301
Rt 12$011.
753-Elp81
1,1k r ‘1“14.1,,I. •
1-4

•Wecldings'
•Chedi,en •Farno •
•Peti iSorecia t
Events
(270)227.201

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

Horoscope

Murray

530

2
2,8
516
I

s

116,9
4
9

Answer to previous puzzle

3
5
8
9 6 7
E 8 2

8 4 5 6 2 9 1 7
1 2 6 8 3 7 4 9
3 7 9 5 4 1 6 2

2 3 4 1 8 5
9 6 1 3 7 4
5 8 7 9 6 'e 3 4 1
6 5 8 7 9 3 2 1 4
7 1 2 4 5 6 8 3 9
4 9 3 2 1 8 7 5 6
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LEO (Jvly 23-kag. 22)
a project or routine matter. A
*** Pressure builds to take on
meeting c. „Ad b3 provouatve. to
more responsibility. 7.efore you say the least. Remain on your
leap in, determine yto.r; level of pre-planned path. Tonigt Fit in
commitrnent. Perhaps you will some errands and maybe a
bypass guilt or resentment walk.
because cf this moment of CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
reflection. Tonight: Stay on top of **** You rright be stunned by
your game.
how srappy and difficult others
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
can
Tap into your creativity in
***** Keep reaching out for order to take the steam aut of a
more information. Your creativity boss or associate Recognize
comes forward when dealinr
when more s goin; on than
with others. Pressure builds meets the eye. Tonight: A must
between what others expect and appearance.
ho‘ much you ran y.tte. ExTtress AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Fab. 18)
your bort-,in line in an assb.tive **** Stay cc..'ered when othfashioo. Tonight: See the total ers flip. \Jews heading in your
situation, but honor v-lo yo, • are. direction could be provocative.
LI1311.3 (Sept. 2,i-Oct. 22)
Seek out more niformat •
It's
**** Deal with otherF directly. quite possible you don't have thc
Dele0etir,g --icourages
huge complete story. tonight: Stay
backfire. Eke it or not. Your tem- close to home.
per is building, perhaps causing PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
a res,:onse you would prefer not *** Keep a conversation movto derl with Try ) cool off. ing. You might wonder about
Tonight: Emov dinnui with a spe- what this person is thinking.
cial friend.
Though there is an innate
SCOr:c10 (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
agreement together you
*** Glaiming your powor ust;
able tc bypass it Trust in .,sisially isn't a problem for you but tive thinkiny. Tonight: Hang out.
others otter ;:rtt testy You might
have to sit ,tn 1`)is innate element BORN TODAY
of your chaiacter. Decide to do Domestic diva Martha Stewart
something to distract you- atten- (1941), actor Jay North (1951).
tion from your normal pattern -- singer, guitanst James Heffield
just for today! Tonight: Say "yes" (1963)
to living.
•'•
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Ded. Jacquaiine Bigar is on the
21)
Internet at svww.jacquelinebi*** Lovel out and handle a gar.com.
problem directly. You colA be (c) 2010 by King Features
questioning your decisions about Syndicate Inc.
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Ten years ago
Published is a picture of Barry
Thacker, a carpenter with .he
CDM Construction Co., as he
attaches a cetiu shingle to the
roof of the old courthouse haated in Central Park Monday mot-nines
A nress conference vas held
at the Miasay S.ate University
C'urris x:enter Dance Lounge to
announce a 51 millioa anony„axis gift given to the univei.,•iy. The gif ,epresents the 'argest
single gift ever given to the university.
Recent births reporter' include
a boy to Mr. and Mts. Chris
Young.
T%enty years ago
Published :s a pinture of fire
fi,;,hters from Calloway County
Fire-Resuc... vreparing to douse
a boat on fire at Lee Narina on
Highway 94 Ea:i. The photo was
by Staff Photographer K-is Fazi.
Fifteen boys and girls from
Calloway and Marshall Counties
spent a free week camping at
Camp Paradise Valley, operated
by The Salvation Army on Dale
Hollow Lake at Burkesville.
Births reported include a boy
to David and Tracy. Kleyer and
a boy to Meike arid Gainey Price.
Thirty years ago
Dr. Martha Erwin, chairman
of the oepartment of nursing at
Murray State University, has been
appointed to the 32-member Purchase Sub-Area Health Council
for a three-year term to begin Sept.
12. She will fill the vacancy of
R.L. Cooper who had served for
the past six years. Other council members from Calloway County are Ray Dunn, Harold Beaman and Dr. Hal Houston.
Lynn Sullivan was winner of
the 12th annual Shriners Golf
Tournament played at Murray
Country Club.
Dr. and Mrs. Delbert M. Doty
will be married 50 years Aug
17.

Forty years ago
The Munay City Council
appro wed a resolution urging the
Kentucky Highway. Depanment
to construct a four-lime highway
from Murray to Benton along an
area known as Corridor Four,
which lies wes! of the p e.sent
Murray-Benton Road.
Tony Jones, a 196ti graduate
ol Calloway County High School
rrid son of Mr and Mrs. kelph
Jones. has volunteered for the
U.S. Army. He will Lave Sept.
12.
Births repared iaclude s boy
io Mr
Mrs. Ed&.: Workman
zsid a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Stalls.
Fifty years ago
Mot.: winners of the events
at
Murray-Calloway
County
bycees Fair include Max Hughes of Kirksey, Tractor Driving
Contest, and Cecelia Wallace, First.
and lan Overby, second, in the
Twirlirg Contest.
Bobby Zane Workman, son of
Mr. and Mrs. John Workman of
Murray, was one of 90 science
teachers selected from 13 states
to attend an eight-week Nation
al Science Foundation Summer
Science Institute completed at
Murray State College.
Sixty years ago
A steady deluge of rain threatened to stop the crowds at the
Honw and Fann Electrical Exposition today at the Murray City
Park. The show will be open
each afternoon and evening this
week. It is sponsored by Murray Electric System. West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative
and local appliatize dealers.
Gerald Dent, official of Murray' Manufacturing Company,
spoke about "Development of
Labot Violations” at a meeting
of the Murray Rotary Club at
the Murray Woman's Club House.
He was introcluced by Harry Fenton

CON110/ FEATURES
Dogs kept in locked cars
can't take summertime heat
DEAR ABBY: Summer is the
season fin celebration -- laach
trips, picnics in the park and barbecues. But it can be a dangerous time for dogs.
Every year. thousands of dogs
die aftu being eft in cverheated
parked cars. Heataroke cal: come
WI quickly and result in brain
dalt:age
death. Dogs
av prone to
heatstroke
because t hes
cool
can
themselves
only by pantanu
ing
sweating
:hrough their
paw. nads.
Dear Abby
If you see
a dog left an
on a
a
By Abigail
warm
day,
Van Buren
take down the
car's color. model. make and licenae
plate number Have the owner
paged insicie nearby stores and
call local humane authorities or
the police.
If you see a dog exhibit any
of the following symptoms: restlessness, excessive thirst. a rapid
pulse, heavy. panting, lethargy, lack
of appetite, dark longue. raped
heartbeat, fever. vomiting or lack
of coordination -- get the animal
into the shade inrunediately anti
call the vetehnarian.
YOU can save a dog's life! - LAURIE', IN MILWAUKEE
DEAR LAURIE: Thank you
for an important letter. I recently' read that so far this year, 19
CHILDREN have died after being
left in automobiles! During the
sununer months, leaving any living creature in a car -- even with
the windows cracked -- is an invitation to a heart-wrenching tragedy..
DEAR ABBY: I have hcen married for 15 years. My parents did
not attend my. wedding because
my mother's job was more important -- so my father never walked
me down the aisle.

Monday, August 2, 2010•9

Losing muscle tone at 80
DEAR DR. GO IT: 1 am an 80y•ear-old female and have never
heard of a los, of muscle tone. Can
you fill me iti"
DEAR READER: Muscle tone
is what allows us to keep and maintain our bodies an certain positions
When
you
' choose
to
make particular
movement.
the
brain sends .1
message to
the spexific
muscle group
tIvolveu ta
Dr Gott modify the
resistance by.
ir example,
61
ortening
Di. Peter GOtt
bicep musan•. khile
cles on the front ot
lengthenIng the triceps fauscs:s on
,ider to
the back of the aim.
complete smooth. coordinated
morement, all muscles being used
must be balanced evenly. Everyone
has muscles, but some people do
specific exercises to improve their
muscle tone. The results can be
seen easily on bodybuilders and
people who are physically active.
Tone can be defined as the minute
muscular contraction that exists in
all skeletal muscles dunng relaxation. It is nomial for peopk lose
about I percent of their lean muscle
mass per year after the age cf 40.
Losing excess body fat, modifying
the diet, and incorporating exercise
into each day's activities can
impro..e sagging skin.
PEAR DR. GOTT: I was diagnosed with irritable bowel syndrorae. I had ne pain but kre.w
wtiere every bathroorr. was located
everywhere I went. This went on
for many years, and I becarne fearful of traveling. Finally, my gastroenterologist put me en WelCnol.
developed for lowering cholesterol.
Voila! My cardiologist said I almost
can't overdose on it. I arr. presently

My brother is now being married for the first time It will be
his fiancee's third trip to the altar.
Her father died years ago and
they have asked my father to walk
her down the aisle without even
considei .ny how I might feel about
it
When I expli:oied to Dad Irsw
hurt I feel, he didn't understand.
But !,..! told me he vould not
walk her down the aisle if
caused me pain Now my brother anu hi. flame*: are upse; with
Abby. can a groom s father
giv.e away the wordan his son is
about to marry' Am I being seltish in sugsesting she walk down
the aisle by herself just as I did"!
- RESENTFUL IN MICHIGAN
DEAR RESENTFUL: Thz.
answer to both of your questions
is yes.
•
•
•

DEAR ABB1'. My 8-year-old
(laughter "Gwen' tlitS friends whose
parents allow them to watch movies
I prefer my daughter not see -specifically., scary' movies. The
parents of one of the girls have
invited Gwen to a sleepover. I
have been making excuses because
I don't want Gwen having nightITtareS.
WOUId it be wmng or impolite to tell these parents that 1
don't want her watching scary
movies? I don't want to appear
to be dictating to them what they
can or can't allow their children
to see m their own home. How
should this be handled? -- PROTEC1 IVE MOM, MUSTANG.
OKLA.
DEAR PROTECTIVE MOM:
Be upfront viith the mother who
will be hosting the sleepover. Tell
her that you know Gwen would
love to participate, but that you
prefer that she rice see SCaly films.
If the mother can guarantee that
none will be viewed that night.
give your permission. Making your
preference known is neither rude
nor overbeanng, SO speak up.
•••

talking twc pills in the morning anti
another two in the evening. Now I
am comfortable traveling around
the world (pyramids, India, etc.)
with no prsblems. This has been a
life-changsr for me
hope you can share this with
your readers and perhaps improve
the qualia. of 'de of someone out
thzre. It has been wonderful for me.
DIP
RFADER: IBS is a malfunction of motility sc the colon
Stress, medications. stassific foot's.
caffesne, ..cohoi and Ras contribute
to symptom-, that inalude abdominal
par..,
flatulence
and
diaiihea/constipation. The medication you have been prescribed can
cause itientical symptoms.
Coiesevelain oWeiChol) redtices
the amount of cholesterol and specific. fatty substances in the blood.
It is sometimes prescribed with
othes cholesterol-lowering statin
drugs toward this. goal. This drug
binds haw acids in the intestines to
form a product that is ultimately
released from the body. It is also
przscribed for some type 2 diabetics to control blood-sugar levels.
Drugs that have been manufactured
and marketed for ope purpose are
often used for other, seemingly.
unrelated conditions and work well.
My guess IS that the reduction of
fatty substances in your colon
curbed your dianhea and related
symptoms. Or you are less stressed.
have modified your diet or medications, and have taken other steps
without realising the positise
impact they have had.
To provide related infonnation,
am sending you a copy of my
Health Report "Irritable Bowel
Syndrome." Other readers who
would like a copy should send a
self-addressed stamped No. 10
envelope and a S2 check or money
order to Newsletter, P.O. Box 167,
Wickliffe, OH 44092-0167. Be sure
to mention the title or print an order
my
website
forrn
off
www .AskDrCrottMD.com.

7 3
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Hints from Helots.

Today in History
By The Associated Pres,s
Today is Monday., Aug. 2, the
2I4th day of 20 ill. Them are 151
days left in the year.
Today a Highlight in History..
On Aug. 2. 1990 Iraq ie(:Jo
ed Kuwait, seizing . ,ntrol of the
oil-nch emirate. (The Iraqis were
later driven out in Operation Desen
Storm.)
On this date:
:610, during his focal: sayage to the Western Hemisphere,
English explorer Henry Huda.s.
snown
saried into what is iii
Et •

etfy

as Hudson Bay.
In 1776, members of the Continental Congress organ attaching
their signatures to the Declaration
of hdepelidence.
In 1876, frontiersman "Wild
Bill" Hickok was shot and
playing rsokei at a ...i!,ton
in Deadwood. 1:::akota Territory. by
Jack McCall, who was later hanged.
in 1909. the onginal Lincoln
"wheat" penny first went into circulation, a.placing the Indian
Hcad" cent.
In 1923, the 29th president of

3
E St.C.3

irs

OFFICIAL. I'M Tit
ONLY API"..T ON TNE PLANET
WI40 DOESN'T TEXT.

(

I KAN, LOON AT NAT! YOU
EVEN HAT A .•.;_55AGE FROM
50/4
01
:LADY

6

the United States, Warren G. Hasdtng, died in San Francisco: Vice
President Calvin Ccolidge became
president.
In 1934, German President Paul
von linsienburg died. paving the
for
rfitlee, complete
takeover.
In 1943. during World War IL
Navy boat PT-I09, coninsinded
by Lt. John F. 7:er nedy. sank atter
being rammed by the Japanese
noyer .Amagiri off the Solomon
Islaral...

Food Tasters
Dear Readers: SHOPPING FOR FOOD can he
sn adventure! Have you ever seen someone "test-- is
ing" or sampling fruit or vegetables?
this OK? Safe?
We asked several managers oi supermarket
retailers here in Sas Antonio and they eaea
that while tha practi.:: is not sii,,itaij (it is a
'touchy' situation), they want tc avoid confrontation with the customer. They said they woald
poldely ask the customer if he or stn. needed
ratuce"
assistance in picking fresh produce.

by
Heloise

Crosswords
2 Sheepish
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37 Oat
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remark
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instru40Ford
'2 Bobby of
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know what you think of this issue!
Eating food that you have not
paid for could fse considered stealHeloise
dig hy scme.
SEND A GREAT HINT '10:
He,sise
P.O. Bo, 795000
San Antal:0, TX
78279-5000
Far: 1-210-HELOISE
E-mail:
Heloisetat Melorse.com
FAST FACTS
Dear Heloise: If you ttave an
old shower curta-i, don't toss d
out. Instead. use ,t for lining die
trunk of a car when:
• Picking up sod, potted plants
or trees.
• Transportila.:, recycling, trash
or lawn refuse to the dump.
* Taking paint, batteries and
other sensit.,e items for special'tea disposs
• Bringing home produce from
a farmers market, sucn as flats
of berries.
-- Nan !'soin Flooida
HAND 1.
Dear Heloise: I huy miceofiber
cloths at a discoun( store. 'chi: cloths
can be u - ,.d for long time and
don't require the use of any liquid. They also iain be used for
a-5y cleanur. job around the hou.
Leep one ia the car in a
plastic bag and one on the bedside table. Tney are good fur
cleaning concater and TV screens.
if the cloths get dirty, art you
have to do is hanci wash, •'Ilse
and air-dry. 1 use them all the
time and I am on fixed inciime.
-- Gayle, Princeton, W.Va.
You just told my secret! i wish
I had invented these wonders!
They are my multipurpose tool - no chemicals, no liquid necess
(but damp they work super),
easy to carry' and clean -- Heloise
KEEPING SAND AT BAY
Dear Heloble: I enjoy reading
your column in the Texarkana
(Texas) Gazette Out surtuner holds
many tens
the beach., stayinr
in cottages or beach houses at
offer weekly housekeeping.
With yeung children coming
ir. from. the heat to take naps
sand filling the tads becarne the
norm, no matter how hard 1 tned
to avoid it -- UNTIL this, I pack
extra king-size fitted sheets to
place on the bed, over our bestspreads after our morning ticyle,„
up. The beds can be sat and
napped on during the day, and in
the evening, the fitted sheets can
be carefully removed and shaken
out for the next d... aving
to sleep sand-free. -- Tamara Bean,
Tyler, Texav
SALES SLIP SOUND OF'F
Dear Helois, I would like to
sounu off about sales receiptare printed on smooth, shiny' i3ari.r
where
- printed information
begins to tade and disappear with... a short pe,iod of time. This is
very inconvenient to those o, us
who must keep '
,hese receipt, as
-ecch.f, for tax„nsurance, waranty. credit-card and other rnrposes. - Mary in Pennsylvania
tc)2010 by King I natures Syndicate Inc.
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NFL

NASCAP

Gone
TIGHT ‘,AIS MAKES SHORT DEBUT FOR TITANS' TOP rICK
By TERESA M. WALKER
NASHVILLE. Tenn. (AP)
The Tennessee Titans drafted defensive end Derrick
Morgan with the 16th pick
overall thinking he could help
revive their pass rush.
They're still waiting to see
just what he can do on the
field.
Morgan signed his contract
around midnight Saturday and
got on the field Sunday for the
Titans' second practice of
training camp. He didn't last
long before being sidelined —
again — by the same tight left
calf that bothered him during
the offseason even though the
Titans didn't put him through a
conditioning test.
Coach Jeff Fisher said they
thought about starting Morgan
on the physically unable to
RUSS HAMILTON / AP perforrn list, which is where
Greg Biffle celebrates in victory lane after winning the Tennessee's top draft pick last
NASCAR Sprint Cup Series' Pennsylvania 500 Sunday in year Kenny Britt found himself
once he signed his contract
Long Pond. Pa.
because of a hamstring injury.
"Derrick has had an ongoing calf issue he had it before
he left at the end of OTAs,"
Fisher said of the organized
team activitics "We just
backed him down. He's not
100 percent. He felt it a little
bit so we just backed him
down. He will eventually get
back on the field at full speed.
When that is, I don't know. We
backed him down so that we
wouldn't risk further injury."
The Titans have six players
or, the PUP list right now
including starting defensive
tackle Tony Brown.
But Tennessee has yet to see
promising end g;) through a
the
said
He
him.
for
drive
I
because
By DAN tdELSTON
he feels that out of any of the full practice. First, Morgan
AP Sports Writer
strained his hamstring running
LONG POND. Pa. (AP) — drivers."
Piffle never doubtcd he sprints in May, then had his
Always wearing his trademark
Panama hat. Jack Roush is as would win a Cup race again left calf tighten up in June. To
much a fixture in the garage dur- even as his oh-ter reached near- watch him in action, coaches
ing race weekend as the drivers ly two years. And with Roush in can check back to what he did
the Mayo Clinic for injuries sus- at Georgia Tech where he had
and crew members.
He's at every race and tained in a recent plane crash in 12 1/2 sacks as a junior and
involved in every decision for Wisconsin, Biffle feund Victory was the Atlantic Coast
Lane.
all of his cars.
Confereta.:.'s defensive player
"We know he's watching," of the year.
Roush's drivers spoke the last
few days about how weird it felt Biftle said.
"It's really frustrating,
Tony Stewart was second and because I've never had to deal
not to have him around.
Even stranger for Greg Biffle Roush driver Carl Edwards was with Injuries my whole career,
was not celebrating with his suc- third. Kevin Harvick and Denny games or practices or anyHamlin, who won the last two
cessful owner in Victory Lane.
thing," Morgan said. "'This is
MARK HUMPHREY / Af
With Roush recovering in the Pocono races, rounded out the kind of something new I've
Tennessee defensive end Derrick Morgan (96 talks with the team phys'cian, Dr. Bt..rton
Mayo Clinic, Biffle raced to vic- top five.
biggest
Edwards spoke with Roush had to deal with. 'The
F. Elrod, during NFL football traii.ing camp Sun—ay in Nashville.. Tenn. Morgan's iirst day
tory in an 3ften-delayed Sprint
thing with me is just trying to
his
said
and
morning
Sunday
on
on
Raceway
Cup ntee at Pocono
in camp didn't last long before being sidelined by the same tight let. zalf that bothered
stay positive and work hard at
boss sounded in good spirits.
Sunday to snap a 64-race win
hint during the offseason.
"He was Jack," Edwards getting back and understanding
less streak aid take the checkopener against
through all the for the
now he is in our care, our been able to
playbook."
whole
the
ered flag for his injured team said. "Don't mess anything
the ultimak
Thae,
Oakland.
a
zel
ot
kind
and
walkthroughs
him
get
b?ck
we'll
and
hands
The Titans drafted Morgan
Don't wreck. He's been through
owner.
said of the se.,sot,
Haye
goal,"
things.
far
of
As
grasp
mental
caii,"
we
as
soon
there
out
as
"1 just thought, this is goinr a lot this last week. He really to boost a tn tense that ranked
as my leg, as soon as it gets opener Sept. 12 in Nashville.
Fisher said.
to be a great day if i can com- needed drat victory. That's pret- 26th in the NFL in sacks per
Notes: Vincent Fuller, usuhealthy, 1 feel !ike I will hit the
278-pound
6-foot-3,
The
ty cool. I'm sure he's really hard pass play in 2009 with 11 and
plete this thii.g." Bittle said.
ally the team's fifth defensiNc
looks the ground running."
Biffle's win was his first to handle for all those nurses in next to last in yards passing Morgan certainly
Defensive tackle lovan back in passing situations.
part. But he spent most of
allowed (258.7).
since he won the first two races the hospital."
;aid everyone under- worked at outside ccnierback
Haye
helmet
his
with
Sunday
statement
a
released
Roush
Fisher said it's a ,lifficult
in the 2(Yo Chase for the Cup
Sunday. A major switch in his
chamr;onship. Roush didn't celling it a "proud day" for the process when players leave the nerched on the top of his head stands Morgan has to be
future? N'3. Fisher said the
totally miss out on all th+r fun. entire organizeition.
offseason prograin and goes after getting his calf iced down healthy and tries to advise the
Titans are a bit short of healthy
"TliVy've done a wonderful home, especially those not and doesn't feel this will be a rookie to be patient.
He called Biffle after the race to
"I know he wants to be out cornerbacks with Tye Hill
big setback.
congratulate him on the first vic- lola and this is just the beginning under contract.
ed by a tight hamstrirq, .
tiie there. At the end of the day.
"I'm cut here being n
tory this season for Ford and of the rewards that have resulted
"'Cs hard to monitor, and
rom all of their hard vtork," he they say different things. .. defense arid understanding we're focused on training Ruokie WR Marc Mariani had
Roush Fen•say Racing.
several nice catches, including
••He told tile that he had never said.
There is no way you can simu- what we do," said Morgan. 'I camp, getting. Letter every day.
where he stretched out for
Biffle's crew kept the same
seen somebody that had the will
what we're doing out here feel like I'm going to te in per- We know what the ultima'e one
late
to win like I do." Biffle said. car after driving the No. 16 Ford ‘Ne: just backed hint down, and fectly with Vi hat we do. 1••te goal is, get everybod:, nzalthy a ball.
"He said L..: didn't say that
See HASCAR, it

Win for
Jack

BIFFLE WINS ONE FOR
ROUSH AT POCONO

si.

Walking the plank
LOUIS SWEEPS SERIES I.R011,1 PITTSBUR6H BEHIND PUJOLS, WlINWRIGHT

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Back
horn,. where no pitcher has
been better this season, Adam
Wainwright v, is aces again.
Wainwright stayed eabeaten
at Busch Stadium with seven
eigs and he knocked
strong
in the go-ahead run for the St.
Louis Cardinals in a 9-1 win
against the Pittsburgh Pirates
on Sunday.
Albert Pujels hit his 25th
homer, a two-tun shot that
carped a five-run fifth inning.
Wainwrigle (15-6). corning

off one of his worst outings of
the season, allnwed one earned
rim and sie hits.
"It was a head-scratcher, he
said of the less to the New York
Mets in which he allowed six
runs in five innings. "You've
just got to forget about it and
move
He struck out five and did
not walk a batter. while
improving to 11 n at home with
a 1.22 ERA. both major league
bests.
St. Louis ,nfielder Aaron

Miles, who had two hits and I do. command all my pitches,
RBI, felt certain change speeds, work in-andthree
Wainwright would bounce out a_nd let my defense do their
work," he said.
back.
St. Louis broke a 1- I tie
"You don't expect two outings in e row like that from with 4 fifth-inning rally against
hin. Miles said. "Obviously, Pittsburgh starter Zach Duke
we were expecting regular (5-10), who gave up six earned
runs in five innings.
Adam on the mound today."
The Cardinals outscored
"He is who he is because
Pittsburgh 21-2 in sweeping the
he's that good."
Wainwright said he simply three-game series. St. Louis
returned to the basics against has won II of 12 at home.
Wainwrigbt retired 10 in a
Pitt•hurgh.
si See CARDINALS, 11
.Just got back to doing what
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St. Louis starting pitcher Adam Wainwrght (50) delivers
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Fike claims
Murray
Country
Club title
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NATIONAL SPL.FITS SCOREBOARD

Special to the Ledger
Tommy Fike shot a twounder par 70 on Sunday for a
146 to win the 2010 Murra;
Country Club championship.
Todd Thomas and Steve
Farmer finished two strokes
back at 148. Howard Boone
took fourth with a 151 and
David Buckingham f.nished
fifth at 152.
In the senior division Bobby
Fike shot an 81-78-159 to win
the tide. Ken Purcell finished
second with 163.
According to MCC business
CH- k burn, 32
manager Gayle
players participated 1/1 the annual event. The top five players
will represent the club in the
annual Dunn Cup competition
with golfers from the Oalo
Country Club.

Americar. League Standings
Al, Tanes CL
!st DOVISH:WI
L Pct GB
W
Eat 38 F a5
New York
1
65 39 625
Tampa Bay
6
571
1'2
45
60
Bostor.
T,ronto
54 51 51412 1'2
30534 1•2
3^
Bait.rnore
Central Dives/on
L Pct GB
W
59 45 567
Chozagt
59 46 562 12
Minnesota
7
500
52 :r.,2
Detrolt
45 60 42914 tr2
Kansas Ctty
44 61 419151,2
Cieveiarid
West Dn./1sta
W I Pat Glt
61 44 581
Texas
8
54 53 505
Los Angeles
52 52 500 8 12
Oakland
39 67 36822 1.'2
Serittte

The Cunningham Farms T-ball teem finiFned its season on June 24. Team members ars, front ;ow, from left: Dyland Jennings, Daniel Puckett, Morgan Korich,
Sophie Hendley. Back -ow: coach Deana Chadwick, Lane Holmes. Elliah SmAh,
Caleb Wyatt, Abby C-ay. Not pictured: Attie Lax and Macy Kirks. The team was
Danny and Judy Cunningham.
sponsored

PICardinals

Appleby's 59 wins Greenbrier Classic

:;rom Page 10
row at one point and lowered
By JOHN RABY
his ERA to 2.;9. He improved
AP Sports Writer
to 7-2 against Pittsburgh and
SULPHUR
WHITE
helped himseit out with his bat.
The right-handei 's two- SPRINGS, W.Va.(AP)-Stuart
strike, bloop hit to left-center Appleby understands the scrutibrought in Colby Rasmus foi a ny that might come with shoot2-1 lead ir the fifth. Aaron iria a 59 on a par-70 course.
The Australian won the
Miles and Jon Jay followed
with run-sciaing hits to push Greenbrier Classic on Sunday
anti became the fifth PGA Tour
the lead to
-We're putting the ball in p! a.er to hit golf's magic numplay and not chasing," St. ber. His milestone came less
Louis manager Tony La Russa than a month after Paul Goydos
said. "W'e've been doing a lot had a 59 at the John Deere
Classic.
of good things"
Appleby was the first to
Pujols ripped a 3-2 pitch
into the left-field bleachers for reach 59 on a par-70 course;
was par 71. The
hiv fourth career home run in Goydos' course
were on par 72s:
42 at-bats against Duke. It was three other 59s
at the 1977
Pujols' 391th career home run Al Geiberger
Classic, Chip Beck at
Memphis
in
place
5Ist
into
him
moving
the 1991 Las Vegas invitationa:
the carac r
at the l',49
"I vianted to :at it fit ,61 him and David Duval
and 1 didn't get it there," said Rob Hope Classic.
"Look, I'll debate a ksath
Dui.e. -That's what he does."
Appleby said. "1 can
agree,"
I
solo
Matt Holliday added a
sides of the fence. It is
home run in the eighth awing see both
1 shot that number.
off Pittsburgh reliever Stes en a number.
But who sa:.s par is sapposed to
Jackson. It was Holliday's 20th
72'? There's a lot ot great
homer of the season.
that aren't 72."
courses
Pittsburgh outfielder .:.rse
Golfers had raved about an
Tabata had a first-inning single
Old White course that already
to extend his hitting streak to
yielded J.B. Holmes' 60 and
12 games.

D.A. Points 61 on Saturoay, and
Jeff Overton's 62 on Friday.
Appleby was Points' playing
partner in the third round. On
Sunday. it was Appleby's turn
-and he could sense something
different.
"I felt relaxed today." he said.
"I walked a bit slower than I
nornially do. I'm a pacey sort of
person. Not in playing, the golf
sense, but from an energy point
of view. Today. 1 felt much more
- I slowed myself down and
just. yeah. if was pretty comfortable '
The 59 broke the course
record of60 set by Sam Snead in
1950 and matched by Holmes.
Appleby said Snead should be
giveci more credit because of the
equipnient used 60 years ago.
"I think I would have to shoot
;vine_
a 56 to even romiuse
k like that, for sure,"
y tattl.
ing just one boge all
rile final
wed,. Appleby

Ar

"W

ihrec how,. then watched thirdround leader Overton's long
blithe try. on the par-3 18th slide
lust past the cup to give Appleby
one-strokc vietory.
.appleby's 11-under round
put him at 22 under. Overton.
playing three groups behind
Appleby. shot 67 to finish at 21
under.
In remaining winless in five
yeius on the 'four, Overton had
34 puits in the final round. threeputting three times
"I played great. hit a lot of
great shots," he said. "You can't
win goll tournaments when you
putt it that bad."
The news wasn't all sour for
Overton. His third runner-up
finish of the year moved him
from 10th to fourth in the points
tieule that will determine eight
autoniati, owls for this year'q
tetur. -- Tiger
U.S. Rvdei V_
Woods tell from seventh to
iiinth.

-Saturday's Games
Cievy...anc, 2. Toronto 1
Detroit 4
Boston
Oaylano 6 Chicago While Sox 2
Kansas Om; 4 Baltimore 3
N `r Yankees 5 Tampa Bay 4
Mnnesota 4 Seattle 0
Texas 2, L.A Argels 1
Sunday's Games
Clev&ar.O Torontt
Bris.on 4. Detroit 3
Tampa Bay 3. N Y Yankees 0
ONE:ago Wh.te Sox 4, Oakland
Kansas Ca.,' 5 E3ortimore 4
Minnesota 4 Seattle 0
L A Angeis 4. Texas 1
Monday's Garnes
Toronto ;Morrow 7-6) at N Y Yankees.
(A.J.Bumell 9-8). 605 p
Cleveland (Carmona 10-8) al Boston
(Lackey 10-51 6 10 p rn
Minnesota (Pavan° 13-61 at Tampa Bay
(Hellickson 0-0),6 10 p m
Kansas City (Bannister 7-101 at Oakland
(Cahill 10-4). 9:05 p m
Tuesday's Games
Chicago White Sox (Boer** 9-8) at
Detrort (Parcel° 4-91 1205 p m ISA
game
Chicago Whee Sox (Torres 0-0) at Detroit
(Bonderman 5-61. 6 05 p m 2nd game
L.A Angels(T Bell 1-2) at Baltrno"e
,Guthne 4-11), 6.05 p m
Toronto R Romero 8-71 at N Y Yaikees
(Moseley 1-0), 6:05 p.m
Cleveland (Undecided) at Boston
(Beckett 2-1.. 6.10 p.m
Minnesota (Duensing 4-11 di Tampa Bay
(Niernann 9-3). 6:10 p m
Kansas i.:;tty ;Davies 5-6) at Oakland
(Mazzaro 63), 9:05
Texas(C Letins 9-7) at Seattle (.1 Vargas
6-5). 9 10 o m.

National Leacue Sta 1.ngs
All Times CD7
East Division
L Pct GB
59 45 567
ktinta
Plwaclelptua
57 48 543 2 1
53 i2 505 6'2
Florida
53 52 505 6 12
New York
Was/unction
46 594381312
Central Division
L Pet GB
W
59 46' 562
St Lou*,
59 47 5r.' 12
48 584531112
Mikvaukee
13
46 59 438
Chicago
45 59 433 ti '
Houston
36 68 3462? ?
Piltsburr
;Jest Dlyision
L Pct GB
W
6, 42 592
San Diego
575 1 1,2
45
61
San Francisco
7
55 50 524
L'olorado
8
54 51 514
Los Angeies
23
39 66 371
Anzona

Saturdey's Games
Comma* 5. Atlanta 2
Sar Francrsoo 2 L A Dodgem •
Hocstan 6 Milwaukee 0
Washington 7, Philadephia
N Y Mets 5 Anzona 4
St Louis 11 Pittsburgh 1
Colorado 6 Crscago Cubs 5
Florida 6 San Dego 3
Sunday's Games
Anzona 10. N Y Stets 1
Cincinnati 2. Atlanta 1
Philadelphe 6. Washingrtx. 4 11 innngs
Houston 5. Milwaukee 2
St Loim 9 Pittsburgh 1
Colorado 8 Chicago Cubs 7
San Diego 5, Rada 4
San Francisco 2 L. A Dodgers 0
Mondey's Games
Cncinnat.(Tr Wond 1-1) 7.1Pinsburgh
(Ohiendort 1-8). 605 p m
N Y Mets Santana 8-5i at Atlanta
(Tliudsor 11-51, 6.10 p m
Motwaukee (Gallardo 9-5: at CI)),-)go
5-8). 7 05 p m
Cubs (R
Houston (Myers 8-61 at St Louis
(Westbrook 0-01, 7 15 p rtt.
Washington (L Hernandez 7-7) at AnzAna
(R Lopez 5-9). 8 40 p m
San Diego (Richard 8-51 L A Doigers
(Kuroda 8-9). 910 p.m
Tusedey's Games
Catarina (Lake 7-2) at Pittsburgh
6 05 p.m
6-9).
(Maholm
N Y Mets (Dickey 7-4t at Atlanta
ID Lowe 10-9). 6 10 p m
Philadelphia (Hatladay 12-81 at Florida
(West 0-0) 6 10 p m
Milwaukee (Narveson 8-71 at Chicago
Cubs(Diamond 0-0). 705 p.m.
Hocston Norris 3-7) at St Louis
(J C..ircia 9-4, 7 !r p
San Franasco (J Sanchez 7-6. at
Colorado(Cook 4-71. 7 an p m
Washrigto.(C*3an 3-2) Anzona
QSa...inders 0-0), 8 4(1 p.m.
san caeca teaks 1 -41 at L A Dodgers
(Uily 3-8). 9 10 p

NASCAR

ARK HUMPHREY / AP

stian, Dr. Btxton
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aalt that bothered
against
opener
fhat's the ultimate
e said of the season
1. 12 in Nashville
iincent Fuller, UseND'S fifth defensive
)assing situations,
()Inside ceir,ierback
major switch in his
3. Fisher said the
1 bi! short of healthy.
;s with Tye Hill
a tight hamstrina
t Marc Mariani had
e catches, including
he stretcaed out for

Fran- Prr- 10
to a season-high third-place tinish last week a! Indianapevlis.
That finish put Biffle in I 1th
place in the points standings and
now he's strongly positioned
himself with five races left for a
spot in the I 2-driver field for the
championship chase. He won
Chase races at New Hampshire
and Dover in 2008 before falling
into his winless drought. Balk
was winless last year for the first
all season of his career.
He so,.n't be shut out in backto-back seasons.
The start of the 500-mile race
was delayed by rain, then had
two lengthy red flag stop,. that
tooikd nearly 50 minutes
Elliott Sadler and Kurt Busch
both walls.a1 a/ray from s 3ry
wrecks that knocked them out of
the race.
Sadler and Bush were the
beneficiaries of NASCAR's
safer Car of Tomorrow al iar two
violent wrecks. Sadler was
forced to lay down on the triangle track and suffered a sore
chest and stomach after smacking the inside wall. The engine
on his No 19 Ford was ripped
from the bode and smoldered
nearby.
He called it his hardest hat
aver in a race car. It came a day
after he was the Trucks Series
race winner bere.
Busch's ;sic). 2 Dodge was hit
from behind on a bump drafting
attempt by four-time defending
Jimmie
champion
series
Johmon. Busch slammed into
the a. all, skidded along the
grass, anti smashed into an
infield barrier.
That brou7ht out the first red
flit:. for 28 minutes. 46 secon.1,-

The second one was for rain and
The start of the
lasted 1
race was delayed 3o minutes by.
rain.
Biffle was one of the harshest
critics of the track in a recent
Sports Ilbistrated story, saying
"they're going to kill somebody
there."
Track officials have promised
changes-snah as adding more
SAFER barriers along the inside
wall - in time for next year's
races. The track was deemed by
some unsafe after an accident in
the June race involving Kasey
Kahne
Jeff Gordor. who was sixth,
slammed the track and said
improvements can't come suon
eni
"I think there's a time when
we've got to step up the technology safety at certain facilities."
Ciordon said. "We's.: seen two
and I
alences here this
think it's going to he a wakc-up
call for some improvement."
Biffle had little to complain
about on Suraa,v.
had muddled through
the season without a win and
only. three top-fives. He's ..ade
the Chase the last two years and
was series runner-up in 2005.
Before Indianapolis, he finished
If-h-21kni-3:th in his last riirre
races and r‘trill., seemed likt: a
Chase contender.
Noi now.. He won his l5th
carctr Cup race and iokel in
Victory Lane he had forgotten
how to celebrate
"We know we has.. a great
team ana I k.iosi, I can do it
behind the wheel and we were
able to prove it today." Bilfle
said.

Accepting IP•icaw Patients...7 Days A Week!
its t;,-ile to .;,) tack-to-schooi! Is your child ready'?
Murray Medical Associate-, conweniently located 1, 1 the
Medical Arts Building, offers a full range of

convenient

and comnIete family care to get your a'aild ready
for the new school year.

270.753.0704
MONDAY - SATURDAY
AM - 6.00 PM

7:00

Sportsbriefs

SUNDAY

on
..lurray High School will
Saturday, Aug. 14 at 6 p.m. a' Ty Holland Field Tickets for parents and
be
other adults for $3. All athletes, coach(.. Audents and children
Idmitted e. Concessions. Tiger merchandise. Booster Club memberSrhool
stw and season passes will be available. TE -n autogr ed
prize,
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drawings
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sport
Groups to be recognized re the MHS and MMS football teams, boys
;cif, voll- yball. clan-, team. swim
and girls soccer teams, cross cour
team. cheerleao. s band and MMS softball

1 00 P'.' -

host ;he 2010 Fall Sports Kickoff

TOM GANNAM / AP
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High court trims
Miranda warning
rights bit by bit
E JESSE J. 'KILL iND
lawyer before answering any of
Assoc.ated Press Writer
our questions. If you cannot
WASHINGTON jAP) — YOU afford to hire a last yer, one will
hase the right to remain silent, be appointed tor you without
but onit if you tell thr police cost and before any questioning.
that you're remaining silent.
You have the right to use any ot
You have a right to a lawyer these rights at any time you
— oefore, dunng and after ques- want during this interview."
tioning, even though the police
Lawyers — and the Florida
don't have to tell you exactly Supreme Court — said that didwhen the lawyer can be with n't make clear the: lawyers can
you. If you can't afford a be present as the police are
lawyer. one will be provided to doing their questioning. But
you. Do you understand these Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg,
rights as they have been read to wnting the 7-2 majority deciyou, wnich, by the way, are only sion, said all the required inforgood for the next two weeks?
mation was theie.
The Supreme Court made
"Nothing in the words used
major ievisions to the now indicated that counsel's presfamiliar Miouida warnings this ence would be restricted after
year. The rulings will change the the questioning commenced,"
ways police, lawyers imd crimi- Ginsburg said. "Instead. the
nal suspects interact amid what warning communicated that the
experts call an attempt to pull right to counsel carried forward
back some of the rights that to and through the interrogaAmericans have become used to tion."
over recent decades.
The next day, the court unaniThe high court has made clear mously limited how long
it's not going to eliminate the Miranda rights are valid.
requirement that police officers
The high court said for the
give suspects a Miranda warn- first time that a suspect's request
ing. so it is tinkering around the for a lawyer is good for only 14
.edges, said Jeffrey L. Fisher, co- days after the person is released
chair of the amicus committee from police custody. The 9-0
of the National Association of ruling pulled back frotn an earliCriminal Defense Lawyers.
er decision that said that police
"It's death by a thousand must halt all questioning for all
cuts," Fisher said. "For the past time if a suspect asks for a
20-25 years, as the court has lawyer.
turned more conservative on
Police can nevi' attempt to
law and order issues, it has been question a suspect who asked
whittling away at Miranda and fur a lawyer -- once the person
doing everything it can to ease has been reteased from custody
the admissibility: of confessions :or at least two weeks — withthat pt.:lice wriggle out ot sus- out e;olating the person's conpects."
stitutional rights aad without
The court placed limits on the having to repeat the Miranda
so-called Miranda rights three warning.
nines duneg the just ended ses"In out judgmeea,
sion. 'Experts viewed the large provide plenty at time lot the
nuinbcr of r dings as sta ttieral suspect to get reacclimated to
abeiration. rather than a full- his normal life, to consuit with
fledged attempt to get rid of the friends and counsel anti to shake
famous !966 decision. The orig- off any residual coercive effects
inal ruline erne:Jed from tiolice of his prior custody," said
questioning of Erneato Miranda Justice Antonin Scalia, who
in e rape and lcidnapping case in wrote the majority eaMion.
Phoenix. tt iequired officer . to
And finally, the court's contell suspects taken into custody servatives used their 5-4 advanthat they have the right to tage to rule tha aispects must
remain silent alai to have a break their sitence and tell
lawyer _present thee- even if police they are going to remain
they can't afford one.
quiet if they want to invoke their
The court's three decisions "right to ',et-lain silent'. end stop
"indicate a desire to prune back an interrogation, just as they
the rules somewhat," Kent must teil police that they want a
Scheidcager, the a gal director lawyer.
of the Criminal tustice Legal
All the criminal suspect needs
Foundat.on, a victim,' rights ta say is he 0, she is ma:mining
group "But I Ion't think :ay silent, a a le Justice a eth
overruling of Miranda is in the Kenne.he "Had he made eitia
near fature.. I think that controth-ese simple, unambiguous
vessy is pretty mach dead"
statements, he would have
The Suprei. e Court in 2000 invoked his right to .tut off
upheld thc retain ement that the questioning.' Here he did neiMiranda warning be read to ther, so he did not invoke his
criminal suspects.
right to remain silent."
This year's Supreme Court
But Justice Sonia Sotonteyor
decisions did not mandate said the majority's decision
changes in the wording of "turns Mirancli. , pside down."
Miranda warnings read by
"Crie , al suspects must now
divesting police officer The uremthiguously invoke their
most common version is now nary to remair. siient — which
familiar to most Americans, counter intuitively requires
thanks to te' vision police them to speak," she said."A
.
shows: "You
e the right to same time, suspects will be
remain silent. Anything you say legally' presumt , to have
ce and will be used tgairet you waived their rights even if they
court of law. Yoe have the have given no clear expressionght to speak e an attorney. If of their inten. to do so."
you cannot afford an attorney,
Police officers will look t
one will be apointed to you. Do these (decisions and incorp ate
you understand these nghts as titern into their training, said
th I have I- a read to you?"
tames Pasco of the National
However. the court did Fraternal Order of Police.
approve one state version of the "Officers are aected to adart
Miranda wamings that did not tc changes required by the
specifi .1Iy inform suspects that Supreme e Jun." Pasco said.
they had a right tt
.re iwyer "This will be no differcat."
prese.st during their police quesBut Fishei ""nks the court's
tioning.
Miranda decisians will make it
The h'iranda warning used lit easier for police tc
t confesparts of Florida told suspects: sion% ot of people who don't
"You have th eight to talk to a want to confess.

7 black bPar- killed hv vehicle- in Ky.
HITESBORG, Ky. ;AP) — behind a coal truck that smack
Set an black bears have 'seen the bear. "I thought it was a
killed in e ffic crashes in east- euge dog. I didn't know bears
ern Kentucky since. May. could move that fati. He was
wildlife officials said.
down the 4111 and in the road
The most recent occurred in before I tould even process
la. July in Letcher Countv. what was going a -a."
when a ittar as hit by a coal
It is not uncammon for htats
truck. The Mouatain Elate in to veni are onto roads, especially
Vv'hitesburg repotted.
if the daimals have been itapped
"The aear came down the hill and relcalted a feu times. said
so fast that I watn't et/en suit Mark Marraccini, a spokesman
what I had sten," said Mendy with th - Kentucky Division ot
Boggs. who was traveling Fish and Wildlife.
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Galicia ay- County
phOtographe' Terry
Little snapped VI' snot of a .iumminibird "langing off
one of his ;eeders. . opside down
The bird apparently
wls enjoying itself,
Little said_ It hung
there posing contentedl!, as Little
closed in for the
shot.

11 Gulf crews...
From Front
throuph a relief well they've
been digging for months.
But the oil giant's engineers
and petioleum experts say it's
the clearest path yet to choke the
blown-out well _lei make it
even easier for the crews
drilling the reiaef well to ensure
oil can never again env from
the deep-sea well, which has
spewed es much as 184 million
gallons since the ag connected
to it blew up in Apr.i tad
II wor kers.
The developreents have the
niakings
an interesting
week.
"It could be the begianing of
the
erica'.
said
Dairy's
Bourgoyne,
direct,
af
Petroleum
Engineering
Reseamh Lab at Lonisiana State
University.
When it begins, crews will
slowly pump heavy mud
through lines itatalled last
month straetan down the throat

11 Biagojevich...

of the leaky well. If the mud
forces the oil back into the massive underground reservoir and
scientists are confident the pressure remains stable, then engineers can pump in fresh cement
to seal it.
'The only thing that separates
the oil from the sea now is the
valve. This puts thousands of
feet of mud and cement in
'oetweea," said Eric Smith, assoeiret kiireour of the Tulane
Energy Institute.'The idea is to
have as many be-Tiers as possible between the ocean anti the
reservoir. We're adding art extra
level uf selety."
Officials may then begin the
process of thoking the underaround reservoir feeding the
wet! tit, pumping mud and then
cement dawn an 18,()00-foot
relief wen. BP officials have
long said the process is the only
sure way to choke the well for
good — Out aing up the source
:4the oil, not just as route to the
tea.

From Front
"The tnal hasn't dented my confidence in him at all," May Farley',
78, the woman who held the "Rod's
not cuckoo' sign. said after closing
arguments. "It's only furthered my
lilting of him."
Blagojevich,
who
usually
hammed it up for the crowd each
day. surely hopes tc find such a
sympathizer on the jury, which
begins its fourth de>: of deliberations Monday. All it takes is one or
two people digging in their heels to
produce a hung jury or possibly persuade others that Blagojevich did
not seek to sell an appointment to
President Barack Obama's old
Senate seat or use the power of his
office to enrich himself.
Jadges try to screen jutors tor any
overwhelming biases before they
are seated at trials. But after closing
arguments, Blagojevieh's lawyers
they saw signs of sympathy in
the faces of sante jurors.
'Mere are :tam'i dank are wish
us,' said defense attorney Sam

.adam Sr.
Dick Simpson. a University of
Illinois at Chicago political science
professor, said Blagojevich was
always better campaigrang than
governing. But Simpson didn't
think Blagojevich's knack for winning over straagers would sway
jurors.
"I don't think the charm can outweigh the evidence," Simpson said.
Blagojevich, elected governor
twice, once had more widespread
popularity. He boasted a jobapproval ratir.g of around 55 percent in early 2004 — after his first
year in power. That sank to just
ahove 10 percent in the weeks
before his 2008 arrest. He has
pleaded not guilty to all charges.
The Serbian-American with the
hard-to-ananounce name swept as
power vowing to fight corruption
He billed himtelf as a defender o.
the little guy, the el.terly and
minonties, and was especially
proud of his successful push for legislatioa that let senicas ride public
trazispon for free.

Murra:- ._alloway. County Hospital
wou:u like to welcome Dr. Shane
Hendon as the newest memher of our
rnedical staff.
nrig;..ally from Paducah, and a
yradua .

of Murray Stz.te, Dr. Hend

is a GastroentLrologist who received
his medical degree at the Pikeville
College Sc.hool o' 7.1steopathic
Medicinc. tind completeo nis
resi;:„;ency training at the University
of South Alaba.na.
He and h:s wife, Robin, along w„S
their ch

men have relocated to the

Murray area.
Murray Hospital is ext- qed to
welcome Dr. Slane Hendon and his
tAr•iv'i back to Western Kentuckv.
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